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For The Independent.
JU ST A BABY
Just a baby sweet and fair
Beautiful beyond compare,
Just the dearest little mite
Came from heaven one staTry night.
From, her smiling rosebud lips
Where the angels nectar sips
To her pretty little toes,
Sweet and lovely as a rose
Just a dainty little miss
Sent to love—to hug and k iss!
Sent to fill our heaTts with glee—
Makes us happy as can be.
She’s the idol of the place,
When we look on. baby’s face
Seems a glimpse of Paradise
Beamed from her dear smiling eyes. ;
And we love her one and all,
Answer to her slightest call,
Hearken for her faintest cry„
Sooth her with a lullaby.
MRS. HENRY ARMSTRONG.
Dorchester. Mass.
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His mind apparently affected from Collegeville
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the large truck he was driving stalled aged 60, former proprietor of the Oaks .........................
Miss Marion Johnson, of Port Ken
This week a new column “Our Home
7
.000
on the steep side of Skippack hill, Perkiomen Inn, a t Schwenksville,
nedy,
has
returned
home
after
spend
Residents
of
Glenwood avenue, a f
Town,”
Notes
and
Comment
by
Dor
Next Saturday’s Games
drifted down backwards to the' bridge wandered from his home Sunday eve
othy U., is inaugurated in The Inde ing some time with Mr. and Mrs. Guy ter weeks of crossing trenches and
Collegeville a t Skippack.
at the foot of the hill knocked off 40 ning and according to all indications
scaling ridges o f soil, will soon look
pendent. Dorothy U. plans to spec Johnson.
Schwenksville a t Oaks.
feet of abutment wall and then plung committed" suicide by drowning, ap
ialize in the chronicling of society
Trooper a t Graterford.
Mr. and Mrs. John McHarg and with pride upon completed lines of
ed 35 feet into the Skippack creek parently leaping into the water from
events and the work of the civic or family spent a day at the Zoological curbing, and the improvement to. the
September 2— Labor Day— Games
FATHER ORDERED TO SUPPORT below. Udell jumped just before the the Perkiomen Inn boatlanding. A
avenue will be noticed by our towns
ganizations, putting in her personal Gardens.
Graterford at Collegeville.
people and others.
truck went “overboard.”
He was search for the aged missing man was
touch here and there in her own in
Oaks at Skippack.
HIS CHILDREN
Mr. and Mrs. B. Frank Miller, of
slightly bruised and cut, landing in instituted as soon as his disappear
imitable style. It was her idea (and a
Trooper at Schwenksville.
An inspection of Harry Price’s new
Last week Charles Vanderslice, of the trolley tracks when he fell. Dr. ance was noted on Sunday evening
Nutley, N. J ., spent several days with
good
one)
that
the
ladies
should
have
Collegeville stepped into undisputed
house in the north end reveals a fine,
Collegeville, charged with neglecting J . S. Miller dressed his injuries. Pa when he casually walked out of the
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Gross
and
brother.
possesion of first place in the Perky a column in The Independent as* well
well-planned home.
his four children—aged 15, 14, 12, and trolman Boyle, of the Collegeville house and was not seen thereafter:
League on Saturday by trimming as the men.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Johnson spent the
11—was given a hearing before Mag barracks of the Highway Patrol, in
A. T. Allebach’s mansion, Main
The search for Unger culminated at Schwenksville 18-12 in eleven innings
week end with Mr. and Mrs. Frank
istrate Rath, of Pottstown. The com vestigated and directed traffic until
street near the borough line, in course
F air weather— county fairs we Johnson, of Betzwood.
10.30 on Tuesday morning when Wal while Graterford, who had been tied
plainant in the case was Mrs. Minnie the wreckage was salvaged. Hun
of construction, will add another at
ABOUT TOWN NOTES
lace Beltz, Schwenksville, found his for first place honors, were taking a mean.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Hammond tractive improvement to the upper
Sailor, of 450 High street, Pottstown, dreds of motorists stopped to view the
body floating on the top of the water 6-1 defeat at the hands of Skippack’s
Miss Grace Sacks, clerk in the Col- with whom Vanderslice placed the wreck, congesting the traffic.
The family reunion season is at its and daughters Maryland and Beverly, end, ju st as Brown & Mathieu’s on
a short distance above Kratz’s dam at fa st traveling ball club. Trooper kept
legeville post office, accompanied by children and who' has since' cared for
These “friendshoft swetz of Pittsburgh, are the guests of Mr! coming double house on West Fifth
The truck was transporting a steam Memorial Park, Schwenksville. The in the running by taking Oaks over in height.
Catherine Renninger, of Zieglersville, them. Mrs. Sailer stated that Van roller to Reading. In its descent the
avenue, will be to that avenue.
frolics”
are
very essential. There is and Mrs. Edwin F . Tait this week.
body was put into the Memorial Park easy fashion 11-5.
spent a week’s vacation touring by derslice paid her some money when he
always a certain amount of gossip in
truck hurdled across the trolley tracks motor boat and brought ashore at the
Dr. and Mrs. W. O. Fegely and fam
The Lions Club is expected to in
Collegeville’s
home
talent
team,
re
auto to Niagara Falls, Watkins Glen had it, but recently the payments and plunged thru the south side of the
every “relation” that must out. Some ily and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Davenport,
crease
its roar of activity and in
Park
where
authorities
were
notified.
vamped
for
the
occasion
due
to
four
and the New England states.
ceased. After hearing the case Magis bridge. Turning completely over as it
Mr. Unger lived on Centennial ave players being off on vacations, treated people would blow up if it wasn’t for of West Gollingswood, N. J., are crease its helpful influence during the
trate
Rath
ruled
that
he
must
pay
these
family
gatherings
where
they
Rev. E. D. S. Boyer, and Mrs.
fell, the truck landed on its “back.” nue, Schwenksville. Members of his the fans to the most weird and hectic
spending a week at Naomi Pines in winter months.
the Poconos.
Boyer, of Philadelphia, have been $2.50 weekly for the support of each The roller was buried 4 feet in the soft family still operate the Perkiomen batting bee of the season against can release their excess steam.
That annual September Acacia Club
spending a part of their summer va child. Vanderslice was arrested by bed of the stream. Only the wheels Inn.
Schwenksville at Memorial Park on
Miss Matilda Fegely is spending a trip to Oak Grove House in the Po“Is your father still at the Poor
cation with Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Constable Joseph Holloway, of Potts of the truck was visible above the
According
to
relatives,
the
aged
Saturday. The playing of Mutt Un- House” ? “No, he was transferred to week with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert cono foothills will be quite an event.
town.
surface of the water.
Longacre, of near Trappe. Mr. Boyer
man gave financial assistance to a dereoffler featured both a t bat and the county ja il.” I t ’s all right folks Smith, of Trexlertown, Pa.
And, ju st think of it, no feminine
favored the editor with a visit, Mon
The wrecking crews and salvage man named John Gaugler, in the op afield. Collegeville jumped into an
MARKSMAN WINS H O N O RS.
Miss Lizzie Slotterer is spending members. Ju st another regret of
trucks of George C. Cochran, of Tren eration of a quarry near Sanatoga. early lead hammering Punch Bergey — only an old acquaintance chatting
day.
mine.
with Harold Horn at the bank! Har
Mr. W. D. Renninger, of College ton, N. J ., owner o f the demolished Gaugler, it is said, disappeared and so the big Pottstown hurler on the old’s father was steward at the Coun some time with her sisters.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gray, of Port
I look forward to the Community
Mr. and Mrs. Harold T. Allebach
land, Maine, were the guests o f Mr. ville, cashier of the Collegeville Na truck and roller, arrived on the scene did some $8000 of Unger’s money. mound for Hast Ziegler’s cohorts for ty Home until he became warden of
Club s coming Flower Show with
spent the week end in New Jersey.
and Mrs. G. B. Sprague at the Free tional Bank, and well-known marks at 7 Wednesday evening. It was not Worriment resulted and his rash act five consecutive hits and four runs in the jail.
much interest; of course I am anxious
man in this section, won additional until after midnight the truck was is attributed to it. He was a life long the very first inning. It appeared to
land House, Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Josephine Moyer, of College to see how well the children have
laurels thru the expert handling of raised from the creek. At 2 the roller resident of Schwenksville. His daugh be a Collegeville day as Sterner’s
Don’t
believe
anything
you
hear
and
ville, visited Mr. and Mrs. Harold T. been doing with their flower plots.
Mr. and Mrs. J . U. Wanner and his trusty shot gun in Ohio last week. was pulled from the mud and hoisted ter, Mrs. Frank Snyder, now operates
henchmen proceeded to slug the ball only half of what you see—is a wise
Allebach on Thursday.
family, Miss Helen Place, of Mont Mr. Renninger finished in the prize to Ridge pike. When the roller was the Perkiomen Inn.
and pile up the score. In the third old maxim. The other evening we
Frequently repeated: “I t won’t be
Clare, and Miss Ruth Burrows, of money at the Grand American Handi raised it was found to have been com
Mr. and Mrs. Harold T. Allebach long before school opens!” And soon
Funeral on Thursday at 1.30 at Don Sterner’s double and Heffelfing- heard a rumor about a big crap game
Roxborough, motored
to
Mauch cap shoot held at Vandalia, Ohio. This pletely demolished. The truck also Schwenksville Reformed church. In er’s single counted another marker.
entertained Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Ty the renewed activity of pupils, teach
going on in the vicinity of Ursinus
Chunk on Sunday.
terment in Schwenkville cemetery; After Collegeville had made two more College. And sure enough there on son, of Norristown, and Mr. and Mrs. ers, coaches and—mothers; yes, the is quite a feat as 1258 marksmen were was considerably damaged.
In
his
report
to
Patrolman
Boyle,
undertaker,
F
.
W.
Shalkop.
entered
in
the
national
event
this
year.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W- Bender, of
in the fifth and one in the sixth Ber the Superhouse front porch was Dr. A. E. Schellhase and family, of mothers! They know ju st what it
Perkiomen Bridge hotel, and-Mr. Sam The shoot lasted five- days. There were Udell stated he “burned’ ’the brakes
gey was yanked and Yerk, Jr ., went Geo. L. Omwake, President of U r Frackville, on Wednesday.
means to “get the kiddies ready for
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Wismer and school.”
uel Bolton left Wednesday morning 20 traps in operation at once and out as he proceeded down the long
to the mound to start the seventh. sinus, and one of his henchmen Pro
NORRISTOWN POLICE HEADS
for Sunbury, Pa., to attend the Elks’ 100 men firing at practically the same hill. As the truck was negotiating
Four more runs from York’s delivery fessor Carl V. Tower rolling the dice. daughter, Anna of Reading spent sev
And who can measure the import
A SKED TO QUIT JO B S
time. Mr. Renninger, his daughters the steep incline towards Collegeville,
Convention.
in Collegeville’s half of the eighth “Come seven, now three and I ’ll send eral days with Miss Sue Fry.
ance
of “school days” to our future
Elizabeth and Mabel and Miss Annie he heard a peculiar click and then the
Morning services will be resumed in citizens ?
Superintendent'of police Charles A. gave the local team a 12-0 lead. The you home and win this parchesi
Misses Frances Jones and Frances
Metka, accompanied Mr. arid Mrs. truck started to back down the hill. Eiler and Captain of police Frank Sar- fans were departing with the game game” said one as we passed by. It Augustus Lutheran church on Sunday,
Bechtel, of Royersford, were the
George Cassel, of Rahns, on a week’s Udell claimed the brakes failed to ni, of Norristown, have been reqes- apparently safely set away on the was quite a colse parchesi battle. Dr. September 1st. Sunday School at 9
week end guests of Miss Sara FensCOUNTY AND STATE ITEMS
vacation trip via motor thru Penna., grip and he was powerless to halt the ted to tender their resignations to ice—but not so.
Omwake and Dr. Tower play
a a. m. The service at 10.15 o’clock.
termacher.
Ohio and New York states. The party wild backward dash of the truck.
Rube Place, who was hopping his “mean” game of sending home—they
take effect before the next meeting of
The choir of St. Paul’s Reformed
A shortage o f $12,042.50 in the
Prof, and Mrs. W. A. Gensler and returned from Ohio via Niagara Falls
the Norristown Town Council. Super fast ball past the Schwenksville slug say, church, Bethlehem, the pastor, Rev. funds of the Kempton State Bank has
sons Harold and Nevin spent a week and Watkins Glen.
intendent Eiler has decided to quit his gers for a shut out during the first
A. R. Heller, his family and several been laid to the alleged peculations
. HOMECOMING AT GREEN
at Stone Harbor.
After the railroad washout at
position and Captain Sarni has declin seven innings, suddenly lost his ef
members of the congregation, made a of Frank A. Deisher, its cashier.
T R E E CHURCH
ed to state whether he will resign. fectiveness in the eighth and after Greenlane last Wednesday a young pilgrimage! to Trappe last Sunday and Kempton is 18 miles from Reading.
Prof, and Mrs. Frank I. Sheeder are
LIONS CLUB MEETING
Romeo
from
the
upper
end
sent
the
spending two weeks at Ocean City.
The eighth annual homecoming of Charges, it is stated, against the Su Schwenksville drove the 4th straight
were the guests of Rev. and Mrs. A.
A well attended regular meeting of
Two children were severely bitten,
the
Green Tree church of the Breth perintendent and Captain are that double into the creek Place was yank following telegram to his sweetie who C. Ohl, the pastor of St. Luke’s
Mrs. Bertha Kratz and daughter, the, Collegeville Lions Club was held
lives
still
further
up
the
valley:
Thursday, by two cornered rats in
they allowed liquor in City Hall, and ed with the score 12-6. Rube moved
ren,
Oaks,
will
be
observed
on
Sunday,
church.
Rev.
Ohl
was
a
former
pas
Sara and Mr. Fred •Moser and Mr. at Mrs. Krause’s Arcadia, Thursday
the home of the children at Chester.
out to right field and Toby Hefelfinger “Can’t come up tonight. Washout on
Harry Moser, of Trappe, spent a week evening, August 22. The speaker of Sept. 8, with appropriate exercises. furnishing the same to certain coun- ascended the morind. But Schwenks- line.” Imagine his surprise when the tor of St. Paul’s. The guests attend The children were taken to a hospital.
cilmen and one borough employe. An
Each
year
finds
new,
happy
acquaint
ed
the
morning
service
a
t
St.
Luke’s,
at Wildwood, New Jersey.
the occasion was Walter Cressman,
following reply was rushed back—Firemen rescued, Sunday, two wo
ances, and the meeting of old friends, other charge is that they secured
( Continued on page two)
spending tfye remainder of the day
“Borrow another shirt and come any
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Butler, of this spo’rts editor of the Norristown Times- which makes the occasion very enjoy liquor from two druggists by means
men who had slipped and fallen into
with
the
parson
and
family.
A
picnic
Herald.
Mr.
Cressman
spoke
enter
way.”
place, Mr. and Mrs. John Himmelable. The program for the day is: of prescriptions.
dinner and supper was served in the a pit at Hazleton. The firemen low
HEART-RENDING SCEN ES AT
right and Mr. John McCawley, of Nor tainingly and instructively of the Sunday School a t 10 o’clock d. s. t.;
social room of the church. A delight ered ladders and brought the women
Speaking
of
race
suicide—-how
“Making
of
a
Newspaper.”
ristown; Mr. Harold Shaffer and Miss
church at 11 o’clock; luncheon at noon U PPER PROVIDENCE SCHOOLS
BURIAL OF 5 ACCIDENT VICTIMS about the mill race at Kleinbach’s ful day was spent by the visitors who to safety.
Miriam Hoover, of Reading, spent a
to which all are invited. Homecom
The body of a man drowned in the
Early Monday afternoon in the mill between Greenlane and Perkio- also visited the old Trappe church and
The schools of Upper Providence
week at Peck’s Pond and Lake Wal- THIRD ANNUAL FLOW ER SHOW ing program will begin at 2.30 p. m.
other points of interest.
Lehigh at Allentown has been identi
menville
?
The
mill
race
runs
parallel
cemetery
of
Fagg’s
Manor
Presbyter
township
will
open
on
September
9
lenpaupeck.
The third annual Flower Show,
■Mr. Jam es Poff, of Philadelphia, fied as that of John Graham, 25, of
with what is estimated to be a record ian church, near West Chester, all with the Gravel pike for a .short dis
Mrs. Warren Boyer, of Philadel sponsored by the Collegeville Com PARK EM PLOYES ENTERTAINED enrollment.. During the summer the that was mortal of the five happy tance, less than 19 feet from the high was a visitor at the Reformed par Scranton.
phia, spent Tuesday visiting friends in munity Club, will be held on Friday,
Edward J . Madigan, 72, reputed
Mrs. Hannah Donten, of Oaks, schools at Oaks and Mont Clare have vacationists who, eight days ago, left way with absolutely no protection sonage last Sunday.
town. - Mrs. Boyer formerly was Miss September 13, 1929 in the Hendricks
wealthy recluse, of near Lancaster,
been repainted inside and out and the Chester county for a vacation jaunt whatsoever between the roadway and
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
C.
Ohl
have
manager
of
Indian
Head
Park,
recent
Elizabeth McAllister, of Collegeville. Memorial building. Particulars will
ly entertained the entire group o f the one at Port Providence will be painted into the New England States and the canal." I f a motorist should skid been spending their vacation visiting was found outside the bam at his
be given in next week’s issue.
Miss Anna Shenkle sperit the week
employes of the park, numbering 32 on the exterior next wek. A new Canada, was lowered into separate on the slight curve and hurdle ju st a friends and making short motor trips. home, almost completely hidden by
end with Miss Esther Longacre, of
in all, arid one guest, Thomas Long, roof was put on the Garwood school graves. The bodies were those of short distance off o f the macadam They spent last Sunday and Monday weeds. Apparently, he had been dead
a . a . F e s t i v a l n e t s $233.76
Jeffersonville.
manager of Oakland park, near Beth and also one on the Dismant’s school. G. Edgar Dale and his wife, Mary — it would be ju st too bad. Because in Bethlehem, visited friends in Ches about 10 days. He had lived alone
The
regular
monthly
meeting
of
the
lehem. The dinner was held in the The only addition to the teaching staff Elston Dale, of near West Chester; the car would be sure to plunge into ter county last Thursday and will on his farm since the death of his
Misses Bertha Francis, Fanny Fitz
Collegeville
Athletic
Association
was
dance
floor of the park, and took place of last year is John Reiff, who will Cecil F. Chubbs, his wife, Elizabeth the mill race which is filled with spend a few days in Harrisburg this mother, 23 years ago.
gerald and Iona Sehatz, of town, and
week.
Dale Chubbs, and their daughter, Eliz water.
John Fisher, 24, of Fullerton,
Miss Melinee Jackson, of Evansburg, held in the F ire hall on Monday even after all the amusements were closed. be located at the Pennypacker school.
abeth Dale Chubbs, of Cochranville,
near Allentown, was killed Monday
The
School
Board
is
composed
of
the
ing.
Chairman
H.
D.
Rushong
in
his
The
green
and
yellow
color
theme
was
The
following
persons
visited
the
are spending a week at Camp Tall
J . Howard:—I thought this item
the latter a teacher last year in the
when a heavy truck passed over his
report of the recent festival staged artistically combined in the table dec following members:
Trees.
about carp, from the Ithaca Journal- Reformed camp at Mensch’s Mill on head.
Spring
City
schools.
Their
lives
were
President, David Rittenhouse, of
on the Fire Company lot stated that orations.
A vase of snap-dragons
Sunday:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I.
C.
Landes,
Robert Fitzgerald, of Philadelphia, a grand total of $233.76 had been formed the centerpiece of the table. Royersford R. D.; vice president, Irvin snuffed out when the sedan in which News, might interest you, as it is Evelyn Landes, Cora Landes and Mir
Joseph Shmookler, of Philadelphia,
v spending some time with his grand cleared. Much gratification was ex Previous to the dinner, Harry Cross H. Campbell, of Oaks; Secretary, El- they were touring near Montreal, Can along your line—your fishing “line.” iam Jury, of Yerkes; May Pearson, was run down by a hit-and-run driver,
H. BRETZ.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. J . Cardwell. pressed over the success of the fes cup, of Oaks, read a poem whieh he wood Tyson, of Royersford R. D.; ada, was struck by another car and
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Wismer of Trappe Monday, on the Ridge pike, Trooper!
Ithaca, N. Y., Aug. 22.
swerved
off
the
roadway
and
plunged
treasurer,
Wm.
J
.
Epprecht,
of
Mont
tival.
The
secretary
was
instructed
composed,
in
which
he
mentioned
each
and Mr. and Mrs., Eli F. Wismer and and severely injured. He was taken
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown and
Carp Not as Black as Painted
to a hospital.
family, of Pottstown.
daughter Hazel are spending the week to insert the following note of thanks employee’s name in some humorous Clare, and Herbert Eckhardt, of Roy into a canal. All were drowned in
20 feet of water, trapped- in the car.
in The Independent:
quotation. This provoked much mer ersford R. D.
Auburn— Scientists sent to the Fin
at the seashore.
Regular services will be held in St.
A list of teachers and their loca
“The Collegeville Athletic Associa riment. Mr. Long was the toastmas
ger Lakes by the N6w York State Luke’s church next Sunday as fol MONTGOMERY COUNTY FA IR
Mrs. George Rimby and sons have tion wishes to thank all those per ter of the evening, and after the din tions follows: Mont Clare school, Mr.
GRATERFORD NEWS
Conservation Department to study lows: Sunday School at 8.30 o’clock;
returned home after a month’s stay sons who contributed to the success ner, called on each ong present to re Raymond Spade, principal; Miss- Mil
V ERY ATTRACTIVE FEA TU R ES
carp and their relation to other game church service at 10.30 d. s. t. The
at Cambridge, Md., and Cape Charles, o f the recent festival.”
Local
persons
who
attended
the
spond. The employees then surprised dred Hopwood, Miss Nellie Favinger,
fish have started their work on Owas- pastor will preach on the subject,
With
plans fo r-th e 1929 exhibition
Virginia.
practically completed, the new exhi
The president was authorized to ap Mrs. Donten with the gift of an end- Miss Elizabeth Milligan. Port Provi Mennonite Brethren in Christ camp co Lakev opposite Cascade, Drawing “Jesus and the Labor Question.”
bition building ready for occupancy,
Mr. Fred Mergenthaler spent the point a committee before the next A. table for her excellent managing of dence school—Mrs. Mary Vanderslice, meeting at Allentown last week in a 1,500 foot net, the scientists took
The Women’s Missionary Society
week end at Ocean City.
hundreds of exhibits entered, a big
A. meeting to arrange for the annual the park during this last season. principal; Mrs. Mary Williams. Oaks cluded: Rev. Heffner, Mrs. Fannie more than 700 pounds of carp in the
school—Mrs. Mary Rogers, principal; Yellis, Mrs. Jane Moyer, Mrs. Hartzel, first haul. Some were dissected and will meet on Wednesday evening at midway signed up and several sur
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Kemmerer, son testimonial banquet at which time the Covers were laid for 34 guests.
Misses Mildred Krouse, Fanny Beitler Lizzie Hartzel, Christian K. Wismer the contents of their stomachs sent to 7i.30 d. s, t. in the Sunday School room. prise features in store, the greater
various
prizes
will
be
awarded.
and daughter, of Logan, spent several
Preaching service will be held in Montgomery County F air is ready to
and
Catherine Detwiler. Garwood— and family.
Albany for examination, but most of
FA REW ELL PARTY
days with Mr. Jos. Robison and fam
Howard Shallcross, well-known lo the catch was tagged and thrown back t h e
Evangelical
Congregational open its season at Hatfield next Mon
Mrs. Cora Clemens; Pennypacker
ily.
MEETING OF W. M. S. AND
Mrs. F. Mueller and daughter Wini —John Reiff and Miss Dora Ziegler; cal contractor, purchased a plot of
church on Sunday, September 1 at day. This is the first year that the
for
further
observation.
The
carp
has
G IRLS’ GUILD
Miss Kathryn Custer is spending
fred, of Second avenue, Collegeville, Bechtel’s— Linneaus Detwiler; Dis- ground from the Abram Kulp estate been accused of living largely on the 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9 a. m. fair has opened on Labor Day and
some time at the Hotel Dennis, At
in our fast growing west end. Work spawn of other game fish, but so far Christian Endeavor on Sunday even because of the holiday the officials
The W. M. S. and Girls’ Guild will entertained on Monday evening in mant— Miss Emma Schad.
lantic City, N. J.
hold a joint “get-together” meeting honor of Mrs. Margaret Yost and her
During the last school year eighty- has started on the erection of a new the charge has not been substantiated ing at 7.30. Everybody welcome.
have planned a big Labor Day pro
_ Mrs. Wm. McAllister and Miss in the Hendricks’ Memorial building daughters, Dorothy, Mildred, and eight pupils from the Oaks, Mont house.
gram, featuring a complete card of
by scientific investigation.
Mrs. Frank Heavner and infant son
Florence Bechtel spent Tuesday in on Wednesday evening, September 11, Catharine, who will leave for Louis Clare and Port Providence schools,
horseracing. This year’s fair prom
Philadelphia.
There were
at 7.30, d. s. t. All members of both iana on Wednesday.
Right you are professor. The Ger MAN PLUNGED TO DEATH
ises to be the biggest and best in the
were sent to the Phoenixville High Frank, Jr ., returned home from the
man carp is a much misjudged fish.
WHEN BRIDGE COLLAPSES history of the Montgomery county as
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Hatfield and organizations are expected to be pres about thirty guests present. Cards School at a tuition cost of $11,500. Montgomery Hospital on Saturday.
Secretary Buller of the State Fish
children spent Sunday at Willow ent and have a real rally, preparatory and -music and dancing formed the Cost of other outside tuition including
One man plunged to death early sociation. William B. Hedrick, fair
evening’s entertainment, after ’ which
to fall and winter, work.
Grove.
Commission told this writer, “All fish
RAHNS R IP P L E S
Collegeville High School was about
Sunday
and several others were in superintendent, states that there will
dainty refreshments were served.
prey on each other to some extent—
$3,500.
Mr and Mrs. Homer Hatfield and
jured
when
a bridge collapsed east of be more exhibits than ever and that
Morris Moyer and family, of Balti carp least of all.” It is a vegetarian
The total assessed valuation of Up
daughter Jean of Hazleton are spend SPECIAL MEETING OF O. OF I. A.
Lancaster and three
automobiles every department has been promoted
more,
Md.,
spent
the
last
week
end
and only accused of spawn eating and
A LAWN PARTY '
ing this week with Mr. and Mrs.
per Providence township is two million
crashed
to
railroad
tracks
below in on a larger scale. The new exhibition
A special meeting of the O. of I.
with his sister Bertha and brother minnow gobbling by those not ac
Isaac Hatfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Walters, of and a half dollars, of which valuation Thomas.
the path of a Pennsylvania Railroad building provides room for scores of
A., Evansburg, will be held on Thurs
quainted with its habits. The sucker
extra displays. All the old exhibition
Messrs. Robert Moyer, Jr., and Her- day evening to arrange plans to par 1646 Main street, Trappe, entertained seven-eighths is composed of Oaks,
F . F . Kulp and family, of Souder- is the spawn eater. And the Perkio express thundering toward the tang
structures will be used. Following
led
mass
of
wreckage
in
the
darkness.
man Pundt spent the week end at At ticipate in the parade in Norristown at a lawn party on Saturday after Mont Clare and Port Providence.
ton, Messrs. Howard and Randolph men is full of suckers— and not the
the Labor Day events, the big Chil
lantic City, N. J .
on Labor Day, in connection with the noon in honor of their daughter, hus
Berky and Mrs. Ralph Webber, of Al kind that buy copper mine stock An injured man crawled from the
wreckage with a red uniform coat of dren’s Day program is scheduled for
Born, on Sunday, to Mr. and Mrs. State Convention to be held there next band and family—the Rev. and’ Mrs. ROAD OPENING TO BE
lentown; Charles Feltner, of Virginia; either.
George
R.
Krupp
and
children
George
week.
a bandsman, who also was involved in Tuesday. The program, in charge of
FEA TU RED B Y PARADE Jung Lo, of China; H. F . Kulp, Miss
Linwood Y. Heckler, of Eighth ave.,
a son,
’
Jr ., Anna Louise and Lois Marie, of
John Litka caught a 14-pound carp the accident and flagged the onrush- a committee headed' by Abram Ber
The formal opening of the Potts- Marne Kulp and George A. Cassel and
gey, of Hatfield, will be held in the
Connellsville, Pa. The afternoon and
REGISTRATION DAYS
town-Pennsburg highway will take family, o f this place, visited W. K. last week. It was 27 inches long. ing train. The engineer barely had morning, followed by horse-facing in
Horace Keyser is back to his
evening were spent in merrymaking.
time
to
jam
on
his
brakes
to
prevent
John now holds the record in size for
place Thursday afternoon, September Schlotterer and family on Sunday.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Septem
usual place-of employment at the Colthe afternoon. The usual “Big Thurs
A large table was spread on the
The Rahns Union Sunday School this year’s catch over his rival, Chas. tearing through the wreckage, with
5. /There will be arches at Perkiomen
legeville F b g and Mfg. Co., after an ber 3 and 4 are registration days for
day” program has been arranged,
lawn
a
t
which
a
sumptuous
repast
the
inevitable
cost
of
more
lives.
The
Wenhold.
Charlie,
however,
struck
it
attack of rheumatism.
Heights, Gilbertsville and Layfield, will re-open for the season on Sunday
the borough of Collegeville. At this
while on Friday a new fair feature in
was enjoyed. A large bouquet of
accident
happened
on
the
main
State
lucky last week too, coming home one
under which a long procession of au afternoon, September 8.
time all persons who moved into Col
the form of a Horse Show is planned.
^
End MrS’ William Meyers and legeville since May 1, 1929 should gladioli adorned the table. ' There tomobiles and occupants will pass.
The schools of the Consolidated Dis morning with seven nice bass, one a highway from Lancaster to Reading The show will feature thoroughbreds
Ten jPettt the week end at Promwere thirty-five present: the honored
The
drop
to'
the
Pennsylvania
Rail
17
incher,
and
a
small
carp.
Over
at
There will be two bands of music. trict will open on Monday morning,
register; otherwise they will not be
Land lake, Pike county.
guests—Rev. and Mrs. George R.
the Freed Heater Company where road was forty feet. The dead man and horses actively engaged in farm •
The dedication exercises will take September 9.
able to vote at the November election.
Krupp
and
family;
the
host
and
hos
Wmss, of Philadelphia,
both
of these old-time fishermen work, was Edgar Glouner, of Coatesville. work. There is a large list of prizes.
place at Swamp. Dr. O. S. Kriebel, of
Those who desire to change their
tess,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
W.
W
alters;
the
boys
have nicknamed them John The dead man and those hurt were On Saturday the auto racing fans will
acauainf °f * ^ is borougli» renewed party affiliation may also do- so at
Perkiomen School, Pennsburg, will be
BLACK ROCK AND VICINITY
acquaintances in town last week. ,
Miss Elizabeth Shade, Mr. and Mrs.
Catfish and Charlie Carp, Friend passengers in the first two automo have their inning. Speedy events are
one of the speakers. There will be
this time. The hours when the asses
Jos.
Walters,
Erma
and
Clifford
Wal
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Crouthamel
wife
always razzes us “Why'don’t you biles to dive into the railroad cut. arranged for the afternoon on the fair
L0ttu° JVJ,0yer’ of Royersford, vis- sor will sit at the polling place—-Col
an ox roast in the picnic grove of the
ters, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Wiedinand
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Texter
bring fish home like Mr. Wenhold and John Baum, of Reading, driver of the track. Following the races there will
Swamp Lutheran church, immediately
legeville Fire Hall, will be from 9 a.
meyer and son Carroll, Mr. and Mrs.
on Sunday.
and
family
on
Saturday
attended
the
Mr. Litka do?” She doesn’t realize third car to plunge through the plank be a big American Legion celebration
after
the
motor
caravan
reaches
there.
m. to 3 p. m. and 6 p. m. to 9 p. m.
Warren W. Walters and daughters
Crouthamel
reunion
at
Perkasie.
how
good Charlie and John are. I ing, escaped injury. A fourth ma featuring a bugle and drum corps con
MiSrf ; a\ Heien Keyser, of town and
Pauline and Geraldine, Mr. and Mrs.
chine, driven by Elmer S. Heinaman, test. There will be corps present
The
following
went
on
a
fishing
am not in their class.
MAJOR FELLMAN REMAINS
ELECTED FOOTBALL COACH
£ two
,es’ °f Yerkes’ are spendPenrose Walters and daughters Chrisof Lancaster R. D. No. 6; skidded to from all sections o f eastern Pennsyl
trip to Cape May on Saturday:
Ed.
Note—
The
writer
didn’t
see
LitPHYSICALLY INCAPACITED
Luke’T ^
S 38 dele^ates from St.
In an endeavor to produce a cham tianan and Doris, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Messrs. Ralph and Allen Jones, Frank ka’s fish but that’s how big John says a stop with its front wheels on the vania and New Jersey.
Reformfs I " 7 SLCh<K)1’ TraPP*. at the pion moleskin aggregation the Sicilian Walters and children Lloyd Jr ., RobMajor Romanus Fellman, former Bechtel, Randolph Hedrick, Wesley it was, anyway.
edge of the break.
near Bally0 ™
Camp, Mench’s Mill, Home Association of Norristown has ert, Mary Esther, Anna and Betty and warden at the county prison, who left
MAN AND W IF E COLLAPSED IN
Cage, Henry Gennaria and John Hahn
The following contribution is from REV. BURK HAS RESIGNED
engaged the services of a competent Mr. and Mrs. E arl W. Crist and sons Norristown, on July 1, to take charge all from this place. They brought
FOOT RACE AT PARK
of the county prison at West Chester home a fine catch.
Penn Square’s column in the Ham
tutor to direct the destinies Of the Earl Jr ., Ronald and Frederick.
Persons
attending picnics at MemAS
V.
F
.
PARK
COMMISSIONER
county, New York, is still confined to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Crist and burg Item:
very pleasant w e e k ^ n d ^ r F ^ 11and
* & East End teaP during the 1929 camoriall Park, Schwenksville, one day
Rev.
W.
Herbert
Burk,
rector
of
the
his
room.
An
x-ray
showed
that
the
fishing 6aSant W6ek
Fortescuefl Paign. He is Charles “Dutch” Gar
k end at Fortpsf,”
daughters returned home- Monday af Permit me to say in my simple way,
MERCANTILE TA XES
last week, witnessed the collapsing
warden is suffering from an infection
We’ll soon be loafing on Labor Day; Memorial Chapel, Valley Forge, has
rett, of Collegeville, former assistant
William Fox, county treasurer, au of the groin. During his illness he ter spending several days in Tlmberresigned as a member of the Valley or fainting of a man and his wife
Date
was
fixed
for
a
period
of
rest—
several ,Evelyn .Keyser is spending coach at Norristown high, and more
ville, Virginia.
thorizes the statement that mercan
Forge Park Commission. His resig while running in the same foot race.
Mrs. Nelson Gehman'and daughter, At loafing, you know, I ’m one of the
Ira A sla a/ n V1S' tlng her aunt Mrs- recently the head coach of Swede- tile taxes must be paid before Au lost forty-two pounds, dropping from
nation has been accepted by Governor A fter being resuscitated the couple
a Ashenfelter, of Philadelphia.
220 to 178.
best.
land’s independent football team.
of Zionsville, spent last week with
gust 31. A fter that date a penalty
Fisher. Dr. £u rk resigned because declined to give their names. They
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Shaffer.
will be applied.
On
Monday
evening
Ja
y
Howard
and Mrs H ^ n T T
°f Postmaster
he is not in harmony with the pro entered no more foot races. It was
W ASPS STING CHILD
Mr. find Mrs. Frank Preston, of had the unique experience of landing
Lehieh tt •’ D- Kushong, a student at
ANNUAL CHICKEN SU PPER
posed expenditure of State funds for not a safe picnic fun for them.
An infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Ar Philadelphia, are spending their sum
The annual chicken supper of Trin
two
bass
at
the
same
time
with
one
M OYER-M YERS REUNION
the
enlargement of the park. The
S
;
thur Collins, Burnside avenue, Troop mer vacation at the home of J . M.
line. Number one bass ran off with a The declaratory message incorporated L ITTL E BOY DROWNED IN CANAL
ity Reformed S. S., Collegeville, will
The 25th annual reunion of the er, was attacked by wasps, Thursday Hunsberger.
S ’sd f w t b T t ^
t0
for 2 - be held in Hendricks Memorial (build Moyer-Myers Family will be held in
hellgramite and got hooked for his as a part of his formal resignation,
Playing with a toy boat in the
mghs football team this fall Rush
evening, and was seriously stung
Mr. and Mrs. Rayniond Smith and freshness. As he was darting around failed to state that the remaining
ing on Saturday evening, October 19. Perkasie park on Saturday, August
Schuylkill canal, Spring City, Tues
about
the
head
and
face
before
res
daughters,
of
Mont
Clare;
and
Mr.
S o " ■S
“ 'e
High Particulars later.
thru the water to free himself No. two members of the Commission were dis day, Frank, 4-year-old son of Mr. and
31. There will be a program of mu cued by his mother. The child was
and Mrs. Wm. Hill and son, of Phila bass took a bite at a nice, juicy worm tinctly not in harmony with Dr.
“ t t er n ,t>ri
Mrs. Frank Kegel, plunged head-first
sic and addresses, beginning at 1.30 treated at the dispensary of Mont
delphia, spent Sunday with the family on the second hook—and then the fun |Burk’s park activities,
Advertise in The Independent.
Therefore, an into the stream and drowned before
p. m., d, s. t.
gomery Hospital,
of Horace Smith,
opportune resignation,
(Continued on page 4)
a rescuing party could be formed.
Mrs. E tta Rosenberger, wife of Dr.
R. C. Rosenberger, of the Jefferson
Hospital, Philadelphia, died Thursday
evening at her home at Rahns, aged
53 years.
Mrs. Rosenberger had
been in failing health for two years.
The funeral was held on Saturday a f
ternoon. Interment in Lansdale cem
etery; undertaker, F . W. Shalkop.

SKIPPACK BRIDGE WALL

A FT E R FINANCIAL LOSS

THE INDEPENDENT
P U B L IS H E D

EVEBY

TH U R SD A Y .

C O L L E G E V IL L E , M O N TG O M ER Y C O U N T Y , PA.

E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
Thursday, August 2 9 ,

1929.

PIG G E R IE S !
Piggeries ! An odoriferous subject now up for discussion anc
judicial determination in this bailiwick, the inhabitants whereof
smack their lips while consuming fried or roast ham (cured just
right,) pork sausage, and pork:flavored scrapple. There appears to
be dawning an era of hoglessness in Montgomery county, with no
reference to humans ; of course not. A partial elucidation in re
big fuss caused by representatives of the State Health Department
making a frenzied head-on drive at demolition of piggeries— odor
iferous piggeries— with a side drive at garbage fed, perambulating
pork, is now attracting public attention. One of a dozen "or more
instances of destructive State hostility : The premises of Anthony
Hicks, near Belfry, was invaded by a gang of laborers, under police
escort, and the piggery housing 120 pigs was destroyed— because
Anthony Hides failed to comply with the State Department’s ruling
as to how respectable piggeries should be constructed and main
tained in respectable neighborhoods composed of respectable Amer
ican citizens.
Picture 120 lusty pigs set at full liberty
(to roam and defy capture) by pen demolishing crowbars
wielded by authority, it is claimed, of the great, powerfu
State of Pennsylvania. Well, if Anthony Hicks was not mad
enough to set himself afire, when he beheld the precipitated liberty
of his 120 hogs and anticipated his job in getting them together in
bunches, then Anthony is enough of a saint to get into Paradise
without a passport or credentials. Now picture the pigs of a dozen
or more piggeries snorting and grunting at large, chasing through
gardens, truck patches, and corn fields. ' Ye gods, the liberty of
hogs by State authority run mad! How about the owners of the
hogs and their destroyed property? Yes, how about them?^ How
about the thousands of owners o f piggeries— on farms in Mont
gomery county ? W ill they be required to meet the fastidious
autocratical fastidiousness of fastidious Health authorities? If so
they might as well relinquish a profitable adjunct of their business,
and resign themselves to hurrahing for the stars and stripes, while
the representatives of a department of the sovereign state would
not be worrying about the losses sustained by tillers of the soil.
Bills in equity are being heard at this writing before court at Nor
ristown for the purpose of determining an issue centering in pig.
geries and a determination of the extent to which State Health
authority, granted by the State, extends in the matter of dictating
to the farmers of Upper Dublin, Worcester and Whitpain, and all
other townships of the county, how they shall piggeryize and how
they shall feed their hogs. The extent to which ? That’s the
question which may give rise to the question : Is the State Board of
Health legally and sufficiently empowered to play the combin
ation role of prosecutor, judge and jury, in the performance of its
functions as a departmental creature of the State ?
P. S.— A t noon Monday the court hearing in equity on the
first of the bills— brought by L. B. Lukens, of Upper Dublin—
abruptly came to an end after an agreement between Attorneys
Dennis O’Neillj G. H. Jenkins, and J. Stroud Weber, representing the
affected farmers, and Attorneys H. M. and Russell Brownback,
representing the State at the hearing. The case of each farmer
concerned will be taken up at conferences this week, and a satis
factory adjustment is anticipated.^ T h f “ big fuss” appears to be
subsiding.

H E N R Y FO RD — PRO H IBITIO N PR O PA G A N D IST .
Henry Ford, who has accumulated many millions of dollars in
profits and established a world wide reputation as a maker of auto
mobiles, is an expert— a genius— in commercially utilizing the last
possible unit of energy, in the briefest possible time, from every
human machine in his vast plant.
Having achieved great wealth and fame as a money accumu
lator, Henry Ford is now attempting to help determine by law the
habits of mankind in the United States. Putting it in another
way, Henry Ford is posing as a Prohibition propagandist. With
his fortune secure, he prates loudly. Pseudo-philosopher that he
is, he worked himself into high-gear as a money mogul and fan
atic. He says that if booze comes back to the United States he
will make no more automobiles. This threat stamps him as an
extraordinary fool— extraordinary because of his prestige as a
money-maker and an extensive advertiser of Henry Ford and his
pretensions as a rather shallow dabbler respecting subjects he
appears to be incapable of fathoming. His latest promulgation of
propaganda, in its threatening aspect, fails to reveal at least two
important sacts :
First— Henry accumulated his fortune before prohibition.
The mechanical progress in automobiles since prohibition cannot
be shown to be due to prohibition. With reasonable certainty it
can be stated that such progress was in large part effected by men
who never did and never will vote for prohibition.
Second— Booze (alcoholic beverages) has never left the United
States. Therefore, it need not “ come back” , because it is here—
with a high powered, poisonous kick unknown in pre-prohibition
days. Now, it is here— associated with the Volsteadic crime breeder
of nationwide depravity in logical effects. Furthermore, it is
here at the cost of many millions of dollars expended by the
Federal, state, and local governments in the ineffectual enforce
ment of the Volstead law. In addition to this cost there is a loss
of many millions of revenue to Federal, state, and local govern
ments. A total of more than a billion dollars per annum in cost
and loss— plus the creation of crime and dishonesty and hypocrisy
in forms non-existing before Prohibition.

CO LLEG EV ILLE
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.. 4 1 1 1
.. 6 3 6 3
... 6 3 X 5
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. . . 6 2 2 15
... 6 2 3 1
... 4 0 2 2
.. 4 0 0 3
.. 6 1 1 0
.. 3 1 2 0
.. 3 0 0 3

Pox, rf...............
Undercoffler, ss.
W. Francis, c.
D. Sterner, 2b.* cf. .
G. Sterner, lb.
Harley. 3b..........
Heffelfinger, cf.. p. .
Muche, If..........
Place, p., rf. .
Ohl, rf., 2b. . . .
Tyson, If.............
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AB S. H.
.. 7 1 2
Redmond, 3b. .
Eshelman, ss. .
.. 6 2 3
Sarni, rf..............
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Paist, 2b.............
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Longacre, lb. .
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Churgai, If. . . .
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Kansas Farmer and His 100% W heat Farm

MID-SUMMER

CLEARANCE PRICES
ON THE FINEST OF
hiirJ'ewh«?fiBi 4 faT
rme?^of Lawrence," K a n ,‘m th1 midst of his' 100«£\
t a W ku \ 5 d: LaPta.d has Aet a record for the past five years. He

“F IR S T . HALF” P E R K Y

|

JUSTICE OF TH E PEA CE

|

CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.

£

Real Estate
Insurance £
Auto Licenses
£

O. A.
3 2
2 0
3 0
8 1
6 0
1 0
3 2
1 0
0 5

I

REAL ESTATE

4j Conveyancing, Collecting and
£ General Business Agent; Pubt lie Sales handled on commission,
£ Phone 44R2.

jjj
£
jjj
*

*
*
**************************

|

SUITES

j

Made to Order
1

Making of Slip Covers and
Shades a Specialty

■

1
0
0
0 | j o h n j . M cD o n a l d |
0
0
1
General Upholster
0
0 ff
Marshall amd Kohn Streets
J
Totals a.................... . . . . . 34 11 11 27 10 2 H Rear of Woodward’s Drug Store j|
OAKS
A B R. H. O. A. E.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Soppick, rf.............. .......... 4 0 1 1 0 0
Griffith, c.................. .......... 4 0 0 2 1 0
Faye, ss................... .......... 3 0 0 4 4 0 H Bell Phone 3420
Campbell, cf. ......... .......... 3 1 1 3 0 1
Ziegler, lb ............... .......... 4 0 2 10 1 0
Durnell, If............... .......... 5 1 i 1 3 0
T. Dale, 2b.............. .......... 4 0 1 1 3 0
Freas, 3b.................. .......... 3 2 0 2 4 0
.
Moffett, p............... ........ 1 1 1 0 2 0

*************************

STURGES’ STORE

Totals ................. ........ 31 5 7 24 18 1
0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1— 5
Oaks ..
Trooper
1 0 0 3 D 0 ’6 1 x—11

Everything kept in a general
store always on hand.
Our aim is to meet the WANTS
OF PATRONS both in assort
ment and quality.

Yon Look Shabby

Auto Delivery

HAUSSMANN & GO.
Optometrists and Opticians
726 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Bell ’Phone

************************* *

SPasteurized
■

s
Pure and Rich in Butterfat

I
■

B
■

Milk 3

s

jj
■

J
For Sale in
Collegeville by

3 Yeagle & Poley
■ Collegeville Bakery

■

A. C. Ludwig ■
A. Loughin ■
5

J . ARTHUR NELSON
r o y e r Sf o r d , p a .

■
I Phone, 512

Actual Value 50c to 69c

SPECIAL :

P.C.
.331
.321
.298
.279
.262
.241

c Yard

AH the Very Newest Fabrics. Rayon and Cotton—
and they come in beautiful Color Combinations.
See them in our Store Now.

W arner’s
“The Better Place to Shop and Save”

NORRISTOWN, PA.
ess

ASCO Sparkling

bots

GINGER ALE 3

25c

Plus usual deposit.

Duttenhofer’s Real August
Shoe Sale

Canada Dry or Clicquot Club SEC
bots.

GINGER ALE 3

50c

When We Put on a Sale—I t is a Genuine Sale—Not a Fake
A Real Saving of Dollars and Cents to All That Purshase Here
We Must Make Room for Our New F all Footwear That is Coming in
Our loss is your gain—Act quickly if you wish to secure these
wonderful values. Buy several pairs now.

49c— 39c= 10c Saved!

ASCO COFFEE

tb

39c

Warmth— Good Cheer in a Cup of ASCO.

New Sw eet

ASCO or Del Monte

June Pests
2 — 19c

Sugar Peas
3 — 50c

ASCO Pure S p ic e s ................... ....................pkg 7c
Crisco ...........................tb can 23c : 3=tb can 69c
Coon’s Finest Sharp C h e e s e ...................... tb 45 c
Sliced Sandwich Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . i/£tb 23c
Keebler’s Tasty Crisp Saltines ............ pkg 15c
ASCO Queen Olives .............................. hot 10c, 20c
ASCO Sandwich S p r e a d ......................trial ja r 10c
Princess Paper N ap k in s......................3 pkgs 25c
ASCO Beans with Pork ..................... 3 cans 28c
Tasty Norwegian Sardines ................. can 12!/£c

Bread Supreme

OAKITE

H . C . S t u r gWsie s

Service

GRIS CROSS SPORT CLOTHS

Women’s Sport OXFORDS
f Crepe soles, to close out. Were
$3.95 and $3.45; Now . . . . $2.95
Our Better Grade
$6.00 and $5.50 value; Now $4.95
Children’s Strap PUMPS
Now' $1.45, $1.95, $2.45 and $2.95

Misses, Children’s Tan Calf
Buckle PUM PS
Regular Prices $3.45, $2.95;
Now Going at .................... $1.95
MEN’S Black and Tan OXFORDS
Welted soles; $4.00 and $3.50
Values ............................ .. $2.95
BO YS’ SCHOOL SHOES
Tan or Black. Oxfords
$2.45 and $2.95
BOYS’ and L ITTL E GENTS’
OXFORDS AND SHOES
$2.45, $2.95, $3.45 and $3.95

IN FAN TS’ FOOTWEAR
50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50

Women’s Arch Support SHOES
Patent, Black and Tan Kid. Reg
ular Price, $3.95 and $3.45;
TENN IS SHOES
N o w ......................................... $2.95
Boys’, Youths’ and Girls’ 95c a pair
Also One and Two Straps
Ju st What the Women Have Been Looking For

DR. A. REED’S ORIGINAL CUSHION FOOTWEAR
A t Very Low Prices
L ife’s Walk Made. Easy— Heaven on Earth in These Shoes
Enjoy your feet! DR. A. REED Cushion Shoes
Regular Prices $12.50 and $10.00 Shoes, at a Special Price

Only $6.90 a Pair
Large Wrapped
Loaf

8c

10 Different Styles—Not All Sizes—AAA to D Wide

F. A. Duttenhofer’s
24J HIGH ST.
Philadelphia Shoe Store
POTTSTOWN
Everwear Hosiery Wear Well—50c, $1.00, $1.50, $1.95

Skidoo Creamy C le a n se r......................... 3 cans 25c
Milray Liquid Flea S o a p ............................... can 47c
Gold Dust Powder .......................
big pkg 23c
B a b = 0 ............................................................. 2 cans 25c
Lighthouse C le a n se r.................................. 3 cans 10c
C h ip so .................big pkg 21c : 3 tned. pkgs 25c

YOURS TO S E R V E

Courtesy

“ SOISETTIE” ENGLISH PRINTS

Quality Merchandise—Low Prices

Victor Bread .............. ...............................Bis Pan L»af 5c

R E A S O N A B L E PR IC ES

Purity

HOLLYWOOD PRINTED VOILES

and for all other days.

The ideal loaf for sandwiches.

Is always filled with well as
sorted stock in every
department

NU-ART DIMITIE PRINTS

Labor - Day Holiday

TRAPPE. PA.

Skippack’s hustling troupe of ball
tossers sprung its second consecutive
surprise in Perkiomen League ac
tivities, Saturday, when it dropped
Graterford from its first place stand
with Collegeville by a 6 to 1 shellack
ing. The masterful hurling of the
Skippack ace, “Whitey” Mendinhall,
was the principal factor in the up
setting of Johnny Landis’ Graterford
outfit. Mendinhall held the heavy hit
ting artillery of the home nine to five
scattered hits, no two coming in one
frame. Only six Ford batters were
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with your requirements for the

11*11110

1New Living Room I

S

TO SERVE YOU

I W. W. HARLEY §

TROOPER
AB R. H.
Cressman, 2b........... .......... 3 2 1
Denner, 3b............... .......... 4 2 2
Deem, If..................... .......... 4 1 2
Shellenberger, c. .. .......... 5 1 1
Stoll, lb ................... ........ 4 2 2
Speith, cf.................. .......... 4 1 1
Cassel, ss, ............ ........ 3 1 1
Poinsett, rf.............. .......... 3 0 0
Giannone, p.............. .......... 4 1 1

(Including games of July 4)
A.
E. 2b 3b HR SH SB DP
266 104 18 15 7 2 7 18 6
247 123 16 18 6 2 19 10 8
262 117 33 18 9 5 5 11 8
263 111 31 20 5 4 14 16 7
6 2 0 10 21 12
262 106 28
248 142 21
9 5 0 15
6 3

O.

A

F A B R IC S

Ten Leading Hitters, First Half. (Including Games Played July 4)
R. H.
P.C.
2b
3b HR.
G. AB
.472
36 " 8
1
Slater, Graterford ................. ...- . 8
1
0
17
13
.429
42
4
0
2
Faust, Graterford ................... ___ 10
18
1
1 --429
18
4
Paiste, Schwenksville . . . . . . ___ 10
42
9
0 . .400
40
8
16
3
3
Deem, Trooper ..........................
2
1
.395
38
5
15
0
Hetrick, Graterford ............... ___ 10
1
2
Shellenberger, Trooper . . . . ___ 10
43
8
3
.395
17
Speith, Trooper ........................ ___ 9
28
4
11
4
0
0
.393
31
3
12
2
1
.387
A. Bishop, Skippack ............. . . . .
0
8
14
1
.386
G. Sterner, Collegeville . . . . ___ 10
37
7
0
0
12
1
38
14
1
0
.368
Stein, Graterford ................... ___ 10
Other heavy hitters in the first half; Carlin, Graterford, .455 (3 gam es);
Sarni, Schwenksville, .375 (4 gam es); 'Eshelman, Schwenksville, .375 (3
gam es); C. Ziegler and E. Munro, Oaks, both with an average of .353 in 10
and 9 games respectively; Bradford, Graterford, .346 (9 games), and W.
Francis, Collegeville, .345 (8 games).

************************1
Clarence W. Scheuren

W

Wes Slater, former Norristown Prof, player and star Graterford out
fielder, led the league during the first half in batting with a mark of .472.
Bob Faust, his teammate who had a tryout at one of the St. Louis Cardinal
chain stores this spring, was second with an average of .429. Our own
Gip Sterner, leader of the Collegeville forces, was ninth in standing for the
first half having slugged out a .386 figure. Bud “Mickey” Francis was also
in the .300 figure having compiled a .345 average. The figures are as follows:

W E ARE READY

. 48 12 20 33 18 3
Totals ............
Collegeville . . . . 4 0 1 0 2 1 0 4 0 0 6—18 : ! * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * £
Schwenksville .. 0 0 0 110(1 0 9 3 0 0—12
Sacrifice hits—Undercoffler, G. Sterner,
Harley, Heffelfinger, Carl. Stolen bases—
W. Francis, D. Sterner, Heffelfinger. Twobase hits—Undercoffler, D. Sterner 2, H ar
ley, Eshelman 2, Sarni, Paist, Churgai 2,
Berkey.
Three-base hits—G. Sterner.
Schwenksville, Pa.
jjj
Berkey .Harley. Double plays—Muche to
G. Sterner, D. Sterner to Undercoffler to
NOTARY PUBLIC
G. Sterner. Struck out—by Place 5, by I
Heffelfinger 1 by Berkey 1, by Yerk 6.
Bases on balls—by Place 3, Heffelfinger |
GENERAL INSURANCE
|
Berkey 1, Yerk 1. Hit by pitched ball
■W. Francis. Umpire—Boone. Scorer—• 1
AND
I
M. Undercoffler.

Oaks dropped its seventh straight
game of the second half when they
journeyed to Trooper and suffered an
11 to 5 defeat a t the hands of Mike
Marberger’s ball tossers. After Dale’s
nine had tied the score at 4 all in the
sixth frame, Trooper came back in the
seventh to hammer Moffet’s offerings
to all corners of the field for six runs
and the ball game. P at Giannone was
on the hill for the winners and he
held the Oaks batters to 7 safeties.
A hit by Giannone, a pass to Chess
man and successive singles by Denner,
Deem, Shelly, Stoll and Speith, plus a
pair of sacrifice hits by Cassel and
Poinsett, did the trick in the seventh.

LEAGUE BATTING AVERAGES

Cape May, N. J., Aug. 23— George
“What makes you think that ac- complished lady’s father is a boot
Dorner, mail carrier of this city, chal
lenges all carriers in the United legger?” “I asked her what she was playing, and she absentmindedly an
States to equal his record. Dorner in swered, ‘Beethoven’s Moonshine, Son- ata.’ ”— Washington Star.
the 25 years of his service for Uncle
Sam has walked 112,000 miles. Be
sides all this Dorner, who is known
to thousands o f baseball fans in the
E ast as “Kedzie” Dorner, is manager
of the fastest amateur baseball team
on the Atlantic coast, the Cape May
Collegians, which has won 20 straight
games this season and has not been
defeated. Dorner wants to know if
any of Uncle Sam’s carriers has any
thing on him.

E.
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

SUMMER

W r i hot^h«LX^ 'ItL yJ l r se<id-^sLbis:war« ar^ma^tscLtfiJ

Club Batting Averages.
G. AB. R. H.
10 366 65 121
Totals . . . . . . . . .......... 31 1 5 27 12 1 Graterford ..
Skippack ............ . . . 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0--6 Trooper . . . .
10 358 70 115
Graterford .......... . . . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0- -1
10 369 68 no
Oaks .............
10 344 56 96
Schwenksville
MAIL MAN WALKED 112,000
10 336 54 88
Collegeville .
M ILES IN 25-YEAR PERIOD Skippack ........... 10 345 35 83

33 13 0

Totals

33

GRATERFORD
'
AB. R. H. O. A.
Street, If............... ............ 4 0 1 2 1
Carlin, 2b, , , . . . ............ 4 0 1 13 0
Faust, 3b.............. ............ 3 1 0 0 4
Slater, rf,
0 1 2 0
Stine, ss..................
0 0 0 2
W atters ,cf........... ............ 4 0 1 0 0
Bradford, 2b. .. ............ 3 0 0 1 2
Hetrick, c.............. .............. 4 0 1 9 0
Stierly, p.............. ............ 1 0 0 0 3

E.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

In concluding these considerations of Henry Ford as a self
advertising propagandist seeking popularity, the attention of the
If you are wearing badly fitted
reader is directed to the following excerpt from his recent
glasses.
voluminous deliverance : “ I would not be bothered with 200,000
YO U R G LASSES
men and trying to pay them wages which saloons would take away
Are the most conspicuous part of
your attire. People when talking
from them.” Is that so? Well, Henry, let’s see about this— see,
to you look directly at your eyes.
by implication at least, how you are posing both as a “ false wit
Will your glasses stand this
ness” against your neighbors, and as a libeler, as well : Taking
searching scrutiny, or are they
like “a smudge upon the Can
the average prior to and since prohibition, at least 90 per cent
vas,” spoiling an otherwise pleas
of your employes were and are sober and as moral and quite as
ing picture?
sane as you are. They were and continue to be extremely in
Besides spoiling the looks, illfitting glasses injure the eyes.
dustrious, because required to do ten hours’ work in six or seven
hours. Therefore, your sensational and groundless gush is tanta J O Y F U L G L A S S E S
mount to a scandalously gross libel upon your own employes ; a
Our glasses are optically and
mechanically . perfect — a joy
libel that should be emphatically repudiated; a libel that carries
either to look at or through.
with it the implication that the libeler is a millionaire falsifier.
Henry Ford is an economist, who counts the value of a
human life in dollars, not a human life reflecting individuality, in
dividual initiative and rightful individual freedom, within the
requirements of sane citizenship.

left on the bases so efficient was
Whitey’s hurling.
•Graterford protested the triumph in
the seventh inning when the visitors
tallied a run to increase their lead to
5 to 1. Mendinhall opened the seven
th frame with a single to center. Geo.
Himsworth’s hit to right, his third of
the day, which sent Mendinhall to
third. Pollack, the next batter, hit a
fly to the rear of the catcher, less
than a distance of 50 feet, and when
Ernie Hetrick caught the fly, he threw
to Faust, coverihg home plate, but
Mendinhall had scored. The home nine
claimed Mendinhall had not been on
third base when the ball was caught,
but instead had been midway home.
Ump. Brownback, who is is alleged,
had not seen where Mendinhall started
from, refused to send hipi back to
third.
“L efty” ■Stierly, who after a four
weeks’ layoff from the mound, started
on the peak for Graterford, was given
erratic fielding support in the first
two frames, which gave the SkippeVs
a four run advantage.
With two out in the first, Windy
Douglass doubled for the visitors. A.
Bishop hit a single to left field, but
Street let it go by, Douglass scoring.
In relaying the ball a wild heave sent
it to the backstop, and Bishop went to
third, a passed ball scoring him. B ar
ney Rubin, Skippack backstop, clouted
a home run to center field for the
third run.

P E R K Y LEAGUE BA SEBA LL
(Continued from page 1)
ville was on the war path. Before
Toby could quell the riot three more
runs had crossed the platter for a to
tal of nine runs in this one inning
bringing the score to 12-9.
In the ninth Schwenksville counted
three more to tie the score a t 12-12
Rube Place was recalled in this frame
to help Heffelfinger out. In the tenth
Place was again breezing along in
fine form.
In the eleventh Ohl’s Texas leaguer
over short went for a single. Undercoffler was safe when Eshelman could
not hold his hit to the same spot. Don
Sterner came thru with a double scor
ing the winnign runs but ju st to make
it emphatic the boys kept on hammer
ing Yerk for a total of six runs in
this inning to bring the final score to
18-12. Schwenksville could do noth
ing against Place in their half of the
eleventh and the hectic batting bee
was over. Collegeville collected 23
hits from Bergey and Yerk while
Schwenksville found Place and Hef
felfinger for 20.
The outstanding feature of this
heavy hitting affair was the sensa
tional work of Harry “Mutt” Undercoffler at shortstop for Collegeville,
Undercoffler set a new league record
by batting 1.000 in six official times at
bat. The first six times at bat he
maced out four clean singles, one dou
ble and a pretty sacrifice. On his sev
enth trip to the plate Eshelman drop
ped his Texas leaguer back of short.
It was a hard try and went down as a
hit. In the field Mutt also was the big
star making sensational stops all a f
ternoon. He was all over the lot,
grabbing up six assists and three put
outs in spectacular fashion.
Rube Place too set some kind of
a record for staging comebacks. Few
pitchers could have been assaulted
worse than Place was in the eighth
and ninth and then come back to pitch
shut out ball for two extra sessions
and win the game. Place is credited
in the score books with beating
Schwenksville four times out of Collegeville’s four game series with the
Memorial Park crowd.
Anthony Muche drew! an ovation
from the crowd when he engineered a
spectacular double play in the fifth.
Sarni singled with one out. Paist lift
ed a short Texas leaguer to left. It
looked like a sure hit. Muche came
in fast, however, pulled a shoe string
catch and pretty throw to first to
double Sarni off the bag.

2 Pks§ 25c

Betsy Ross Mints
7=11 Bars
Teaberry Chewing Gum

3 pkgs 10c

Farm dale Tender

*

Sh aker or Morton s

PEAS
25c

*
*
£
*

Table Salt
2 pkgs 19c

*

*
*
*
*

cans

MASON

pts

JARS

69c :

qts

79c

Taste Tells

INDIA RELISH

bots

21c

ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTOR

HARDWARE
Oil Burners

HEATING0
water systems

Write to-day or call 107 Collegeville, Pa.

ASCO Small Sifted
I
■

lia n M M H M H im u H u f

PEAS

:
THESE PRICES E FFE C T IV E ,
n r OTJR COLLEGEVILLE STORE

can

21c
No. 340=342=344 Main Street, COLLEGEVILLE, PENNA.

A n d he has brought you something,"

Oldest,Clergyman

|

Boys need clothes and furnishings—the family budget must- buy
it—and the great question these days in every student home is
“where will our dollars react b est?”
Come and examine the unusually fine values we’re offering during
the wind-up of our Great Summer Sale. You’ll be dollars ahead.
BOYS’ 4-PIECE $8.50
AND $10.00 SU ITS ..

$6.75

j BOYS’ 4-PC. $12.50
AND $15.00 SU ITS . .

. . $9.75

BOYS’ 4-PC. $17.50
AND $20.00 SU ITS ..

$13.75

Your Choice of 28 Boys’
Light Shade Suits at . . $2.95
Worth Double, Sizes 12 to 16
Boys’ Slicker, Leatherette and
R U BBER
RAINCOATS ................. $2.95
SOLD UP TO $6.00

Final Clean-out of all Boys’
Washable KNICKERS ' i ,
at .................................... $ 1.00
Values Up to $2.00

BOYS’ WOOLEN KNICKERS
At $1,50, $2, and $

2,50

Widest Variety, Best Values

Boys’ Varsity Suits with Extra Trousers
a ,
A t

■

d i i i *7 lS
«pl 1 . /O

Were Priced $15.00 and $16.50
All Shades and All Sizes from 15 to 20

■

FALL CAPS $1.00—Shirts and Blouses $1, $1.50

E'

FUNERAL DIRECTOR

Mosheim Clothing Co.
POTTSTOWN, PA.

207 HIGH STREET

(© by D. J. Walsh.)

**************************
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
| )B . R U S S E L B . H U N S B E R 6 E R

DENTIST
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office hours, 8 to
5. Saturday, 8 to 12. Saturday afternoon
and evenings by appointment. Phone 141
X -R ay Examinations.
0 R . PRAN K BRA N D BETH

CHARLES J. FRANKS

To ALL Users of

FREED-CHAUD Boilers!
It has always been our belief that a sale does not complete
the transaction between the user and ourselves, but establishes
an additional obligation that his bioler is easy to operate and
economical in use.

Phone or write our nearest office for information and give
name of your dealer.

TELEPHONES IN PENNA,
INCREASE BY 307,687
IN FIVETEAR PERIOD

Freed Heater Company
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
P H IL A D E L P H IA — R E A D IN G — A L L E N T O W N
Established 19 0 3

HAULING done by auto truck. JOHN A. ZAHND
Good service. Charges reasonable.
Plumbing and Heating
JOSEPH LIVERGOOD
CO LLEGEVILLE, PA., R. D. 1. Resi
12-30-tf
Collegeville, Pa dence EVANSBURG, PA. Phone College
ville 255.

f
§
1
s
£ 206 DeKalb Street, Norristown, Pa. i1
I
*■
*
*
**************************

Optometrists

I %

f

JO H N H. C A SSELBER R Y

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Residence—Cor. Ridge pike and Clear
field avenue, Trooper. P. O. address—R.
D. 1, Norristown, Pa.
Sales clerked and all kinds of personal
property and real estate sold on com
mission.

\

-^▼-■.arket quotations. . weather
reports • . . train schedules • • •
information of any kind •. •

TELEPHONE
and find out!

&

m

AIR

York Wins Fight

A t Hatfield, Penna.
Montgomery County’s Greatest
(Fifth Annual)

(Opens Labor Day)

September 2 to 7, 1929

MONDAY—
Labor Day "Program
TUESDAY—
Children’s Day
WEDNESDAY__
Flower Judging
Q V A U D E V T T T 7?

big acts

BIG MIDWAY
Running— Harness
Horse Races Daily
"

Commercial rixniDiis
Exhibits
vuiumerutu

S P E C I A L S

I

One lb. can N. B. Co. ACES

49c

27

PRIM E S T E E R B E E F

CHICKENS

„ 45<c

2

(Sold only through the Plumbing and Heating trade.)

1
£
1

j

Bean Hole
Beans

For that reason we instituted about three years ago, a service
for all FREED-CHAUD Boiler users and we wish all owners of
FREED-CHAUD Boilers to know what they are entitled to that
they, may avail themselves of this service.

**************************
■* | i | ' ■
sic
f
*
A. B. PARKER Se BRO.
£

j Yeagle & Poley

T h i s T h u r s d a y , F r id a y , S a t u r d a y
LLEN BOGART sat on the tiny,
Dentist
rickety balcony that formed an
ROYERSF ORD, PA. Practical Dentistry ■
'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
entrance - to the apartment
at honest prices.
which she occupied with her
Store will be open Monday, September 2— Labor
Aunt Viny. Underneath the balcony
0 R. CLARKSON ADDIS
flowed a brook, somewhat low at that
Day— until 9.30 A. M. No orders delivered on Monday.
season. There was nothing much to
Veterinarian
Come early and avoid the rush.
m
The Rev. Ebenezer Bean, 100 years
see except the brook, and that van
Beil Phone
COLLEGEVILLE. PA.
old, pastor at Bloomington, 111., is
ished suddenly behind the walls of a
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * #* # # # # # ##################
said to be the oldest clergyman in the
garage;
’J'H O H A S HALLMAN,
United States. He is also the oldest
Aunt Viny was within, sleeping.
N . B . C. C A K E S P E C IA L
living graduate of Bowdoin College.
The heat of the. torrid afternoon was
Attorney*at*Law
grateful to her, for she was old and
516 SW EDE ST.. NORRISTOWN. PA.
c,„
At my residence, next door to Nations?
chilly: But Ellen could not endure to
Bank, Collegeville, every evening.
FARM CALENDAR
breathe the air of the small living
Order Forest Trees Now— Despite room, therefore she had sought the
MAYFIELD PUFFS . . .
jyjA Y N E R . L O N G 8T R E T H ,
the fact that next spring, is the time balcony with her work-basket.
HOUSEHOLD COOKIES
lb
But she was not sewing. Instead,
to plant forest trees on idle acres,
Attorney=at=Law
C0C0ANUTGEMS..........
right now is when they should be or she sat staring down into the brook
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
dered. Do not postpone ordering and - trying to master some of the many
OLD TIME COCOANUT CAKES
Rooms 712-713.
then get a reply that the supply is ex difficulties that beset her. The great
DOBERT TRUCKSESS
hausted. Your county agent has or est difficulty of all was Aunt Viny,
Swift’s Premium Ham tb 36c and Shank Half lb 36c
der blanks for state department trees For -Aunt Viny could no longer be
Attomey=at=Law
and can aid in selecting the right kind trusted to live alone as she, had for
Swift’s Premium L a r d ..............................................jfc 18C
60 E . Penn Street, Norristown, Pali Phone
merly done while Ellen was away
for the land you have to plant.
616; Residence: Fairview Village. Phone
Desota
B u t t e r ............................... ........... ..
teaching, and Ellen could not take
tb 55c
Collegeville 144-r-Z.
Aunt Viny with her because the old
Cloverbloom and Brookfield B u t t e r ................. tb 55c
woman could not be persuaded to
*
[J C. SHALLCROS8
*
leave the house where she had lived
*
all her life long. It was just a ques
J . L. BECH TEL
*
Contractor and Builder
9
tion of Ellen’s giving up her work to
GRATERFORD, PA.
*
stay with Aunt Viny, and how could
1
All kinds of buildings erected. Cement
■
Rump and Sirloin Steak .
I
work done. Estimates cheerfully furn
they live? All they had besides the
............ .. lb 60c
■
I
ished.
■
meager rent of the lower-apartment
*
Lean Plate M e a t ..........
.................tb
20c
i
C
ollegev
ille,
P
a
.
must
be
earned
by
Ellen
and
at
a
W.
BROWN
*
H.
Lean Rolled Shoulder
...................lb 38c
distance from home.
§
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
m
Lean
Rolled
Brisket
................................
She
had
come
to
the
black
wall
at
.................tb 36c
1
General Contracting and Con
last. There had been other walls,
Modern Funeral Home for.
*
gray walls, white walls, low walls—
Breast of Lamb . . .
Patrons
crete Construction
*
................ Ib 18c
*
walls that she had somehow succeed
Excavating and rigging. Estimates free.
Neck
of
L
a
m
b
........................
*
35c
ed in scrambling over, but always she
*
Phone: 30
§
had known that some day she would
Shoulder
of
L
a
m
b
..................................
gLM ER 8. POLEY
..............
Ib
37c
if
come to that most dreaded obstacle
of all, the black wall which admitted
Contractor and Builder
S T E W I N G , R O A S T IN G o r F R Y I N G
TRA PPE, PA.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . of no foothold. And now here it was
*
* staring her in the face,
Established 1896.
Phone 22R2
I
i
Office calls preferred after 6 p. m. E s
She had a momentary Impulse to
*
f
timates furnished.
6|28|lyr
First Successful Planes
i
i
pitch
herself
off
the
balcony
into
the
I
*
For
hundreds
of
years,
probably
brook and so end her troubles for
f
JJLWOOD L. HOFMASTER
* (Successor to F . W. SHALKOP) 9fc ever. But that was cowardly and
25c Heinz Old Fashioned Pickles
thousands, men dreamed of machines
.............. jar 19c
*
*
mean. Besides what would become of for flying and according to legend, TIN, SLA TE AND SLAG ROOFING
*
*
Heinz
Cucumber
Relish
.
19c
$
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
*
some of them may have actually
GUTTERS AND SPOUTING
*
X poor Aunt Viny? Trembling and
HEATERS
AND
RANGES
Qt
J
a
r
Dill
Pickles
.
.
.
.
.
flown.
In
modern
times
Dr.
Samuel
P.
*
£ ashamed of her own weakness she
29c
TRA PPE, PA.
i
*
Langley In 1903 built a airplane which SECOND AVENUE, COLLEGEVILLE;
buried her face in her hands.
*
PA. Bell Phone. All work guaranteed.
Qt
J
a
r
Sour
P
ic
k
le
s
............
£
29c
The sound of a distant shout made seemed at first a failure but proved
J
No effort spared to meet the fjC
her take her hands from her face. Dp In later years to be successful. Or JOHN F . TYSON
Mrs.
Schlorer’s
Mixed
Pickles,
India
Relishes
jar
15c
jjj fullest expectations of those who J
the brook came sailing a flotilla of ville and Wilbur Wright of Dayton,
SLATING AND TINROOFING
jjj engage my services.
jjj young ducks with a mischievous air Ohio, are considered the inventors of
SPOUTING AND HEATER WORK
of running away. And behind them the first really successful airplane;
%
Bell Phone 38
f
stumbling through the shallows came their flight was made at Kitty Hawk,, SECOND AVENUE, TRAPPE, PA. Work
Guaranteed.
Estimates furnished free.
a little boy of three and one-half. N. C., on December 17, 1903.
Phone 64-r-ll.
l|21|lyr.
The water was up to the top of his
Bill
C 8. KOON8
It’s the Movies
blue-and-white socks, his hands were
Nowadays you can act as silly as
clenched, his little face knotted with
SCHWENKSVILLE. PA.
| Perkiomen Valley Mutual
perplexity, yet he was struggling de you please on the street and the peo-,
Slater and Roofer
terminedly on over the slippery stones, pie will merely wonder where the Aiid dealer In Slate, Slate Flagging, Gray
| Fire Insurance Company
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work
quite oblivious of what he was doing cameras a re—Arkansas Gazette.
contracted at lowest prices.
Collegeville, Penna.
to his clothes.
Joan (getting into bed)—“Betty,
“Why, it’s Bobby Gregory!” Ellen when you say your prayers, ju st men
cans
exclaimed. She leaned over the rick tion I ’m too tired to say mine, but I ’ll JA M ES CRESSON
Incorporated 1871
ety railing. “Bobby! Bobby 1” she carry to tomorrow night.”— Humorist.
Civil Engineer
cried. “Look out I Don’t go any far
AND SURVEYOR, 6& E. Airy street, Nor
Fifty=eight years of public
ther. There’s a deep hole just ahead
ristown, Pa., or address Collegeville. Pa.
Heinz Baked Beans .................................... can 9c__ 14c
1|5, '28
of you.”
service faithfully performed
The child looked up and waved bis
have established the Perkiomen
JjARRY M. PRICE
hand toward the flotilla.
■
Valley Mutual Fire Insurance
■
“My
ducks!”
he
cried.
Painter
and
Paper-hanger
■
Company as an institution of
Ellen
sprang
up
and
ran
down
the
Clamer Ave., COLLEGEVILLE, PA. E s
utmost dependability. An old
timates and samples furnished.
Good
T h e C o rn er S to r e
stairs with all the speed of light feet
F i f t h & M a in S t s .
reliable company writing Fire
Work, right prices.
and
slight,
supple
body.
But
before
P
h
o
n
e
2
and Tornado Insurance.
C O L L E G E V IL L E
Bell Company Now Has in Op* ^yiLLlAM M. ANDES
she could reach the wall that guard
B. W . DAMBLY, President
ed the brook the disaster had oc
oration 1,228,536 Instruments
curred. Bobby, slipping upon a stone,
Painting and Paper-hanging
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary
in State, Statistics Show.
had fallen head down into the deep
TRA PPE, PA. Work guaranteed. Paper
uimHiieu
Save Wheat from Moth—Farmers
hanging a specialty. Samples furnished
“I was driving along and suddenly
pool and wa’s out of sight.
iiiiiiiiI:
2|i7|ly | in the region infested with Angou- lost control,” said one of the victims
Growth of the Bell Telephone Com free.
Ellen sprang from the wall, fell,
—“
— mois grain moth who have not thresh of the accident. “The car le ft' the
pany of Pennsylvania and other tele-'
felt a hurt on one knee, and found
GEORGE F . CLAMER, COLLEGEVILLE ed their wheat are urged by State track, turned over twice and landed
herself half way to her waist in wa phone organizations in this State1
during, the five-year period beginning
College entomologists to do so before on its wheels. I was driving at very
PLUMBING AND HEATING
ter. She groped and found the child.
ELECTRIC WIRING AND FIXTU R ES September 1. Weather conditions are
with 1922 is reflected in figures re
moderate speed, and—
“Liar!” cried
Sodden with .water and struggling it
PNEUMATIC WATER SYSTEMS
cently released by the Department of
conducive to increase damage by the the spectators in one voice— Kansas
F U E L OIL HEATING SYSTEMS
was all she could do to lift him. He
HARDWARE
AND
M
ILL
SUPPLIES.
Commerce in connection with the
moth this year.
City Star.
had swallowed water and was chok
quinquennial census of the electrical
ing.
industry.
OF MONTGOMERY H U N SBERG ER July 23
She was bearing him to the wall
Montgomery READ, Aug. 8.—Montgomery Trust Co.,
In 1922 there were 1,085,651 tele ORPHANS’ COURT
Trust Company, Guardian of Elsie A.
COUNTY, PA.
when she heard a shout and saw a
Gdn. of A llen' Deas Read.
phones in Pennsylvania, compared to NOTICE OF FILIN G AND AUDIT OF
Hunsberger.
COLEMAN, Aug. 8—Montgomery Trust
man running along the wall. He was
LEEDOM, July 23—Montgomery Trust
1,393,338 at the end of 1927, or an in
Co.,
surv. Admr. of Jam es Coleman,
ACCOUNTS
Co., Gdn. of Elizabeth Leedom.
vigorous of frame, with a dark, grave
late of Abington.
crease of 307,687, according to the
Notice is Hereby given to Heirs, legatees, HALLMAN, July 23—Montgomery Trust RHOADS, Aug. 8 'f e Lydia L. Rhoads,
face, fine in every lineament. Leap Department’s figures.
creditors and all parties in interest, that
Co., Gdn. of Sarah Frances Hallman.
Admrx.. of John L. Rhoads, late of
accounts in the following estates have K E EL Y , July 23—Harvey S. Keely, Admr.
ing off the wall he caught the child
West Norriton.
Statistics ju st compiled by the Bell been
in the office of the Register of
of Elmer S. Keely, late of Worcester. FENTON, Aug 8.—-Nelson P. Fegley,
from Ellen, shook him upside down Telephone Company of Pennsylvania Wills hied
or Clerk of the Orphans’ Court, as WICK, July 24—Allen W ick et al, Exrs.
Admr. c. t. a. of Samuel Fenton, late
and with a slap or two restored him show that it alone had in service a the case may be, on the dates below stated
of E vetta Wick, late of Pottstown!.
of Cheltenham.
that the same will be presented to IBACH, July 24—Elsie E. Nottle et al* ALLEN, Aug. 9—Mitten Men and Man
more quickly than Ellen could have total of approximately 1,228,536 tele and
the Orphans’ Court of said county, on Mon
Exrs. of Elizabeth M. Ibach, late of
agement Bank & Trust Co., Admr. of
done with any of the first aids she phones on April 1 this year.
day, September 9, 1929, at 9 o'clock a. m.,
Pottstown.
Thomas Allen, late of Lower Gwynedd.
(standard time) for confirmation, at which MELLORS, July 24—rJam es J. O’Brien, KOETHE, Aug. .9 — Frederick Koethe,
knew. Seeing that the boy was all
The census gives 18,522,767 as the time
the Honorable J . Burnett Holland,
E x. of Joseph Mellors, late of Lowei
Admr. of Dorothea Koethe, late of
right he laid him upon the grass number of telephones in the United President Judge of said Court, will sit in
Merion.
Upper Moreland.
Court
Room
No.
3,
in
the
Court
House,
to
W
ISM
ER,
July
25—Joseph
H.
Johnson,
and turned to Ellen.
JA GGERS, Aug.- 9—Thomas F . Doran, Ex.
States on December 31, 1927, repre audit accounts, hear exceptions to same
Ex. of Frank Wismer, late of Royers
of
Eliza Jaggers, late of Norristown.
“So you’ve been in the brook, too!"
senting a gain of more than 29 per and make distribution of the balances as
ford.
CROSSON, Aug. 9—John J . Mullin, E x. of
he said, with a faint gleam of smile. cent, over the five-year period— a rate certained to be in the hands of
Martha Crosson, late of Bridgeport.
SEM PLE, July 26—Helen Semple, Extrx.
of Lydia R. ' Semple late of Lower HUSTON, Aug. 9—Chestnut Hill Title &
“I went after my ducks, daddy,” of growth nearly four times as large SNOVEL, May 7—-J. Warren Snovel
Merion.
Trust Go., E x. of Alexander Huston,
Admr. of John C. Snovel,. late of Up
wailed Bobby.
as the fate of increase in the popula
late of Abington.
WILCOCK, July 29—L. John Wilcock,
per Moreland.
Admr. of Carrie S. Wilcock, late of LAWSON, Aug. 9.—Katharine K. Podall,
“Yes. And Miss Bogart went after tion.
D EEM ER, May 15—John H. Deemer,
Whether building or re
Pottstown.
Ex. of Catharine Lawson, late of Nor
Admr. of>£harlotte C. Deemer, late of
The decided growth of the telephone
you—just in the nick of time I should
ristown.
DEETZ, July .3If—Elizabeth Deetz, Admrx.
Norristown.
m odeling, th in k of fireIndustry
is
further
reflected
in
a
quar
ARTHUR,
Aug. 9—The Bryn Mawr Trust
of Henry B. Deetz, late of Souderton.
judge. Come, Miss Bogart. Let me
EVANS, May 17—Edward G. Boyer, Ex.
Co., et al, Exrs. of I. Warner Arthur,
safety. U se SHEETROCK,
YOCUM, J.uly 31—Walter S. Yocum, E x.
of John Evans, late of Norristown.
terly summary of statistics recently
help you out.”
late of Lower Merion—as stated by
of John R. Yocum, late of Lotwer
SABLOSKY, May 23—Charles A. Sabth e fireproof wallboard.
the Bryn Mawr Trust Co.
He lifted her out, all ashamed as issued by the American Telephone and
Providence.
losky, surv. Admr. of Rebecca SabK
R
IE
B
E
L
,
Aug.
1.—Hiram
K.
Kriebel,
Stops fire where it starts.
GRAHAM,
Aug. S—Joseph A. Graham,
Telegraph
Company,
which
estimates
losky,
late
of
Norristown.
she was at her deplorable condition.
E x. of Elizabeth Kriebel, late oi
E x. of Joseph J. Graham, late of Low
May 25—Annie V. Hamel, Exrx.
there were 19,596,000 telephones in HAMEL,
“I
know
what
you
did.
I
saw,
but
Towamencin.
er
Merion.
of Abel F . Hamel, late of Upper Provi
Insulates, too. Decorates
HARRITY, Aug. 1—Francis J. Harrity, NORTON, Aug. 9—Russell Norton, Admr.
dence.
I couldn’t get to you quick enough,” the country on April 1, this year, or
perfectly. No need for
Admr. of Helen B. Harrity, late of
of George Norton, late of Lower Pottsa gain of more than 1,000,000 com WUNDER, May 28—D. Yeakel Miller,.
he said, looking into her eyes. ‘Tin
Lower Merion.
grove.
Admr.
d.
b.
n.
c.
t.
a.
of
Josephine
paneling— joints are con
pared
to
t’:e
census
figures
for
1927.
WADE, Aug. 1—Katharine L. Wade, E x. I SCHNEIDER, Aug. 9—First National
sorry if you’ve spoiled your dress.”
Wunder, late of W hitpain...
cealed. Strong and endur
of
Charles
W.
Wade,
late
of
Chelten
Bank of Ambler, Admr. c. t. a. of
Of that number, 14,784,000 were oper BRENDLINGER,, June 10—Roy A. Brend“It will wash,” Ellen replied.
ham.
Annie Schneider, late of Lower Gwy
ing. Stop here andexamine
linger, Admr. of L. Maurice Brend"Thank you, Miss Bogart, for sav ated by the Bell System, 4,670,000 by
nedd.
SNYDER, Aug. 1—William M. Holloway,
linger, late of New Hanover.
a sheet, or telephone—
Admr. of Paul J. Snyder, late of Up FE H R E R , Aug. 9—J. William Ditter, Ex.
ing my naughty son. Now, I will take connecting companies and 142,000 by UNRUH, June 14—George S. Young et
of Henrietta Fehrer, late of Ambler.
per Hanover.
.telephone
companies
in
rural
districts.
al, Exrs. of Annie F. Unruh, late of
him home.” , He hoisted Bobby on his
SCHULTZ, Aug. 2—Albert K. Schultz, FANNON, Aug. 9—Norristown-Penn Trust
Jenkintown.
The statistical summary states that
Co.,
Gdn. of William Lewis Fannon.
shoulder.
Admr.
of
Jeremiah
H.
Schultz,
late
GODSHALL, June 15—Elizabeth S. GodGODSHALL, Aug. 9—Norristown-Penn Tr.
For Sale By
of Upper Hanover.
shall, E x. of Henry C. Godshall, late
“I want my ducks," cried the child. the Bell System has in use 63,515,000
Co.,
Gdn. of Wilmer M. Godshall.
KOCH,
Aug.
2—The
Pennsylvania
Co.,
for
of Royersford.
“The ducks will follow," Curtis miles of wire in underground and F R Y E R , June 19—K ate B. Orr, Admrx. d.
Insurance on Lives, etc., et al., Exrs K EIN ERT, Aug. 9—Norristown-Penn Tr.
Co.,
Gdn.
of Jam es Stanley Keinert.
aerial
cables,
and
in
open
wire,
the
of Albert J . Koch, late of Lower
W. H. Gristock’s Sons
b. n. c. L a. of Reuben B. Fryer, late
Gregory said. He smiled back at El
TORREY, Aug. 9—Norristown-Penn Tr.
4Merion.
of Pottstown.
greater portion of the mileage being
len as he went away.
Co., Gdn. of Muriel J. Torrey.
R E IFSN Y D E R , June 19—Walter S. Reif- EVANS, Aug. 2 — Fidelity-Philadelphia HACKMAN,
Aug. 9—Norristown-Penn Tr.
Collegeville, Pa.
Trust Co., et al, Exrs. of Sarah W.
Ellen climbed the stairs to her in underground cable systems. The
snyder et al, Exrs. of Alice H. fteifCo., Gdn. of Ruth ,M. Hackman.
Evans, late of Narberth.
investment
in
plant
and
equipment
snyder,
late
of
Pottstown.
room and removed her wet clothing.
TH
AYER
Aug.
9—Norristown-Penn Tr.
HARTRANFT, June 20—The Security STOUT, Aug 2—Li die' H. Stout Admrx. o/
Co., Gdn., of Elizabeth Thayer.
Her knee was already getting blue amounts to $3,415,000,000.
Daniel F. Stout, late of Abington.
Trust Company, Pottstown, Pa., et- al*
DAVIS,
Aug.
9—Norristown-Penn
Tr. Co.,
Analysis of the traffic figures shows
Executors of Harrison W. H artranft, ROOT, Aug. 3—Clifton P. Buckwaltei,
and lame; she had hurt herself cruel
Gdn. of Rhoda May Davis.
late of Pottstown.
Admr. of Mary E. Root, late of Potts SH ETLER
(that approximately 60,350,000 conver
, Aug. 9—Citizens National
ly.
town.
sations are completed each day over SCHMOYER, June 20 — Harvey B. SMITH,
Bank & Trust Co., et al, Exrs. of
Aug. 3—Union National Bank A
“Why, I can hardly walk," she
Schmoyer,
Admr.
of
Harvey
Tilghman
Abraham
G. Shetler, late of Potts
(wires of the Bell System, and that
Trust Co., Ex. of Alexander H. Smith,
Schmoyer, late of Pottstown.
town.
thought.
late of Franconia.
!of these 2,902,000 are toll calls. A CORTRIGHT, June 20 — Montgomery
Aug. 9—Security Tr. Co.;, of
An hour later as she sat again on (total of 349,000 persons ate in the
Trust Co., Gdn. of Louis H. Cortright, WADSWORTH, Aug. 3-^-The Royersford POTTS,
Pottstown, Gdn. of Lillian B. Potts.
Trust Co., Ex. of Emiline Wadsworth,
a minor.
the little back balcony she heard her (employ of the associated Bell com
G
IB
BL
E
,
Aug. 9—Martha Gibble, Ex. of
late
of
Limerick.
June 20—Montgomery Trust Co.,
William H. Gibble, late of Pottstown.
name spoken and looking down saw panies, 217,000 of them being women. FRANK,
SCHMIDT, Aug. 5^—Samuel H. High, E x
Gdn. of Harold D. Frank, a minor.
RITCH
IE,
Aug. 10—Wilford L. Kentner,
of
Margaretha
L.
Schmidt,
late
of
Curtis Gregory with Bobby, shining The monthly payroll of the entire B U TLER , June 26—Laura J. McDowell,
Ex. of Horatio A. Ritchie, late of Up
Jenkintown.
Admrx. of Charles E . Butler, late of
per
Moreland.
ind sound.’ on his shoulder.
Conshohocken.
System aipounts to $42,426,000.
GEIGER, Aug 5.—Irvin T. Schantz et- al., VANFOSSEN, Aug. 10—Walter J. Van
“Bobby,” said the man, “has come During the first quarter of the pres LEW IS, June 28—Annie E. Lewis, E x. of
Exrs. of Harry Geiger, late of Potts
fossen Admr. of Louisa R. Vanfossen,
town.
Nathan
S.
Lewis,
late
of
Norristown.
o thank you and tell you that he is ent year, the daily average expendi H ATFIELD, July 2—Edna M. Hatfield,
late of Norristown.
BEA,N, Aug. 5—National Iron Bank of PEYSH ER , Aug. 10—Emma Schultz, Ex*,
sorry he put you to so much trouble. ture for telephone construction work
Admrx. of Ernest W. Hatfield, late of
Pottstown, Admr. of John Bean, late of
or' Elizabeth Deysher, late of Norris
Pottstown.
town.
was $1,300,000, clearly reflecting the BEANarberth.
V ER, July 2—Edgar L. . Beaver, VAN BUSK1RK, Aug. 5—John W. Healy, MOORE, Aug. 10—Montgomery Trust
A subscription to The Independent extent of the Bell System’s construc
Admr. of George H. Beaver, late of
Ex. of Helen Van Buskirk, late of
Company, Ex. of Edwin Moore, late of
Limerick.
Pottstown.
tion activities.
is $1.50 well spent.
Norristown.
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THE
BLACK
WALL

Before School Bells Ring Cash
Registers Must

He whispered to Bobby and Bobby
came up the stairs with something in
his hand.
“Daddy gives you the candy, and
I give you this,” he said, lifting arms
to put them about Ellen’s neck.
Ellen knelt and took the child in
her arms. She didn’t know that far
below the father was watching her
carefully and comparing her sunny
head with Bobby’s dark one.
rt was a wonderful box of candy.
Aunt Viny praised it as she ate of it.
“It cost a pretty penny,” she said,
“blit I guess Curt Gregory won’t mind.
He’s got lots of money. He ain’t done
anything but make money since his
wife died, that’s three years back.
I should think he’d pick him out a
wife. That boy needs somebody to
look after him. Mrs. Bixby, Curt’s
housekeeper, says she’s no match for
him. He’s terrible headstrong—just
like his ma. You knew her, didn’t
you?”
“Yes, I went to school with her,"
Ellen answered quietly.
Two weeks passed. The time came
for Ellen to return to her school.
But she did not go.
“Does Curt Gregory’s hanging
around here mean anything?” Aunt
Viny demanded.
“Yes. He wants me to marry him.
He says he thinks I can manage Bob
by. I think I can, too, for I love him.
And anyway Mrs. Bixby is going
away, so you see—”
"I ain’t going to leave here,” Aunt
Viny interrupted excitedly. “I won’t
be driven out of my home for no
body.’^
“No, no, Aunt Viny. You shall stay
here. I’ll run In the first thing every
morning and the last thing at night
to see how you do. And there’s go
Ing to be plenty for you to live on—’
Ellen’s voice shook with tears.
But Aunt Viny was fairly capering.
“Well, there. I always heard Curt
Gregory was a kind, generous man,”
she said. “I’m willing you should have
him, my dear.”
And Ellen was over her highest and
last waii.

g

8 “Bigger and Better than ever”

THURSDAY—
Big Thursday
FRID AY—
Horse Show
SATURDAY—
Races
Auto Kace

fireworks

Claudius H. Huston, Tennessee
manufacturer, has been selected by
President Hoover to be the Chairman
of the Republican National Commit
tee succeeding Dr. Hubert Work,.

Sergt. Alvin York, unschooled
Tennessee mountaineer and war hero
who realized the ambition of his post
war career when appointed president,
of the Alvin York Agricultural In
stitute in Fentress County, Tenn, This
appointment culminated an eight-year
struggle.

FO X, July 3—Caleb F. Fox, Ex. of Marg
aret C. Fox, late of Cheltenham.
EC K ERT, July 5—Herbert U. MooTe, Ex.
of Mary E. K. Eckert, late of Norris
town.
LACHMAN, July 8—Davis H. G. Lachman, Admr. o f K. Blanche Bachman,
late of Pottstown.
WINSOR, July 9—Fidelity-Philadelphia
Trust Co., Gdn. of Jam es *D. Winsor,
>3rd, a minor.
HALLOWELL, July 10—Nettie H. Kratz,
E x. of Elizabeth L. Hallowell, late of
Lansdale.
BA BB, July 10—Harry H. Schultz, E x. of
Edward Babb, late of Lansdale.
GREEN, July 11—Jenkintown Bank &
Tr. Co., Admr. of Charles Green, late
of Norristown.
VAN SCIVER, July 11—Jenkintown Bank
& Trust Co., E x. of Abram D. Van
■ Sciver, late of Jenkintown:
W ENTZEL, July 16—Mary Jane Wentzel,
Exrx. of Wm.. B. Wentzel, late of New
Hanover Township.
BOORSE, July 17—El wood Hoot, ex. of
E lla S. Boorse, late of Upper Gwynedd.
GALLAGHER, July 18—Patrick J. Lawler,
Ex. of Jam es J. Gallagher, late of
Lower Merion.
SH ULER, July 19—Harry P. Shuler, Ex.
of William C. Shuler, late of Norris
town.
N EILL, July 23—Emma N. Rahn, Exec,
of Charles M. Neill, late of Lower
Merion.
CASSE1#, July 23.—Montgomery Trust Co.,
E x. of Margaretta Cassel, late of
Lower Providence.
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YEA G LE & POLEY

S E R R IL L , Aug. 6—The Pennsylvania RO ELLER, Aug. 10—Mary B. Roeller et
Company for Insurance on Lives, etc.,
al., Exrs. of William H. Roeller, late
et al, Exrs. of Mary N. Serrill, late of
of Pottstown.
Abington.
CORRELL, Aug. 10—Lillie Correll et al.,
VANS, Aug. 6—K ate D. Evans, et al,
Exrs. of Elizabeth Correll, late of
Exrs. of Edmund M. Evans, late of
Douglass.
Norristown.
UTT, Aug. 10—Irwin F. Miller, Ex. of
JON ES, Aug. 6—Jacob G. Danehower, Ex.
Alice M. Utt, late of East Norriton.
of Amanda D. Jones, late of Ambler. P IP E R , Aug. 10—John Smith, Ex., of
K E PL ER , Aug. 7—The National Bank of
Richard Piper, late of Whitpain.
Pottstown, Ex. of Henry W. Kepler, HAINES, May 25—Provident Trust Co., of
late of Pottstown.
Phila. et al, Trustees u-w p f Robert
j JEN K IN S, Aug. 7—Horace G. Jenkins,
B. Haines.
Admr. c. t. a. of W alter H. Jenkins, HOFFMAN, July 13—Frank H. Baker et
late of Lower Gwynedd.
al, Trustees u-w of Rebecca Hoffman,
late of Norristown, as filed by Anna
DICKERSON, Aug. 7—Hatboro Trust
Company, Gdn. of Bertha Dickerson.
L. Baker, E x. of Frank H. Baker, act
CLEAVER, Aug. 7—Tacie K. Cleaver, Ex.
ing as surv. trustee.
of Sarah Cleaver, late of Norristown. DEAROLF, Aug. 7—The Security Trust
SCH LEICH ER, Aug 7.—Harry W. Wilcke,
Co., Trustee for Leonard Shinehouse
in estates of Joseph Dearolf and E li
et al., Exrs. of Jennie Schleicher, late
of Hatboro.
jah Dearolf.
MARTIN Aug. 7—Huntingdon
Valley CASSATT, Aug. 8—Fidelity-Philadelphia
Trust Co., Ex., of Sidnea Martin, late
Tr. Co. et al, Trustees for Eliza Foster
Stewart u-w of Alexander J . Cassatt.
of Lower Moreland.
ROEBUCK, Aug. 7—George W. Roebuck, CASSATT, Aug 8—Fidelity-Philadelphia
Admr. of Ernest Frank Roebuck, late
Trust Co., et al, Trusteess for Robert
of Cheltenham.
Kelso Cassatt u-w of Alexander J.
Cassatt
UZYMSKI, Aug. 7—Rose Psyk, Admrx.
d. b. n. c. t. a. of Zofla Uzymski, late BRO W ER, Aug. 9—Norristown-Penn Tr.
Co., Trustee for personal est: of Henry
of Conshohocken.
Brower for E va Matilda Brower.
FR E E D , Aug. 8—The Royersford Trust j
Company Ex. of Levi C. Freed, la t e ! POTTS, Aug. 10—The Security Trust
Company of Pottstown, Trustee for
of Royersford.
Lillian Borie Potts u-w of Mary L.
HARKINS, Aug 8—Elizabeth Harkins et
Potts, late of Pottstown.
al, Exrs. of Patrick J. Harkins, late
of Conshohocken.
R O BER T C. M ILLER,
NICE, Aug, 8—Montgomery Trust Co., Register of Wills and Ex-Officio Qlelrk of
Orphans Court.
G4n. of Kate A. M. Nice.

NEWS FROM OAKS
The Oaks Improvement Association
will be postponed from the regular
meeting night Monday evening, Sep
tember 2, Labor day, until Monday
evening, September 9. All members
note change.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Crosscup and
Mrs. Norman McCurdy and daughter
Doris left this week for a week’s stay
in Ocean City.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Beidleman
spent the week end with Mr. and Mrs
Wm. Willauer.
Mrs. Thornton Buzzard from this
place, and her son and daughter-in'
law, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Buzzard, of
Phoenixville, motored to Atlantic City
for the day on Sunday.
Mrs. George Ebelhare and son
Andy, of this place, and Mrs. Norris
Brower and daughter Miss Mazie
Brower and granddaughter Miss Pat.
tie Keith, of Norristown, left Sunday
by motor for Stone Harbor where
they have a cottage until after Labor
Day.
Mrs. Mary Still entertained over
the week end M. Tyce and two sons
of Philadelphia and her Sunday guests
were: Mr. and Mrs. Roney, Sr., and
Mr. and Mrs. Roney, Jr ., of Berwyn,
and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Evans, of
Germantown.
On Saturday evening, September
28, the Oaks Improvement Associa
tion are making plans for their an
nual “Com P attie” supper, to be held
in the basement of the Oaks school
building.
John Smith, of Berwyn, just finish
ed giving the local school a coat of
paint and is now painting the resi
dence of Irvin H. Campbell, Brower
avenue.
The local school will open for the
term on Monday, September 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mohn, of
Reading, were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. John U. Francis, Sr. Mrs.
Mohn will be remembered as Miss
Anna Francis.
Frances Litka spent the week end
in Atlantic City.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin.H. Campbell and
family spent the' week end at Ocean
City.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Weaver enter
tained on Sunday afternoon Mr. and
Mrs. Thos. Lukens, of Spring City.
Mrs. J . R. Davis is spending several
weeks with Dr. and Mrs. J . E. Gotwals at their summer home in Kimberton.
The Green Tree Sunday School held
their picnic in Hallman’s Grove, in
Skippack, Saturday.
Miss Amy Ashenfelter spent the
week end with her sister Mrs. Han
nah Donten.
A. D. Hunsicker, of Black Rock,
who is a candidate for the Republican
nomination for Director of the Poor,
was a caller in Oaks on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Radcliff and
family, of Mertztown, and Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Campbell and family, of
Phoenixville, spent Sunday with Mr
and Mrs. C. F . Mosser.
Miss Margaret Litka spent the week
end in Mont Clare with Miss Ann
Michener.
Mr. and Mrs. George Karr and fam 
ily spent Sunday in Plymouth Meet
ing the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Karr, Sr.
John U. Gottwals and family enter
tained on Sunday Mrs. Bomberger
and children Helen and Margaret and
Robert Bomberger, all of Norristown.
Mrs. Fanny Morgan, of Center
Square, and Mrs. Nettie Eisenberg, of
Bethlehem, are spending a couple
week with Mrs. Charles Brower.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Harrington and
family have moved into the Monroe
Poteete bungalow in the Oaks De
velopment Co. tract.

RAMBLING AT RANDOM

RUNAWAY FREIG H T CAR GIVES

COW TESTIN G DURING JU L Y

(Continued from page 1)

TRAINMEN THRILLING R ID E

Cow testing association number two
under the supervision of Lee A. McCauslin. during the month of July
tested 380 cows for milk and fa t pro
duction. Thirty-two cows made the
honor roll for having produced 40
pounds of butterfat or more. Twentysix cows tested produced over a half
ton of milk during the month. Eight
cows were sold for not having made
the standard of milk and fa t produc
tion set by the improvement associa
tion. The highest butterfat producer
was Rose, a registered Jersey owned
by Erdenheim farm, that produced 57
pounds of fa t on three milkings a
day. The second highest production
was also made by a registered Jersey
on the same farm.

began. Jack Gottshalk and Dick Hun
Rounding curves at sixty miles an
sicker, whose veracity like Caesar’s hour with a brakeman and conductor
wife is above reproach, witnessed the clinging to a hand-brake wheel, a gon
incident.
dola freight car dashed fifteen miles
Cousin Chon from the Stone Hills over the Reading Railway tracks from
Boyertown to Linfield, near Royerswrites to say:
ford, one afternoon last week, before
Dear Chay:— Me for the goot old
summer dime— every dime! I rather a pursuing engine and two cars
vork vith pressbeeration ankle deep, caught up with it and succeeded in
in a broiling hot sun on a suldry day halting its runaway flight.
Albert Moll, 55, of Barto, the con
than ged oud of a nice warm bet at
five a. m. on a zero winter morning ductor, and Paul Seeders, 40, the
only to find the heater fire out and the brakeman, were on the car, which was
kindling wood buried out in the yard being shunted in a freight yard on
under the snow. Of course as our the Colebrookdale branch of the rail
hiret man said ven he kissed the cow, road at Boyertown when it got out
“Every man to his own taste.” Vinter of control on a grade and, breaking
vs. summer make a good subchect to from its coupling to a shifting engine,
debate some dime at the Literary So began its dash.
ciety, say not?
Gathering momentum, the freight
Cloudbursts and family reunions car sped toward the junction of the
is all the talk now. This iss a bad branch with the main line of the rail
combination wen they both come to road a t Pottstown. Wayne Leh, tow
gether, say?
er man at the junction, saw it ap
Yours truly
proaching in time to throw a switch
COUSIN CHON.
and give it a clear track to the main
line.
He telegraphed ahead a warning of
TRA PPE SCORES WIN
the runaway car and also set signals
Trappe A. C. banged out a 9-7 win to clear the tracks. Three freight en
over the Norristown Colored Tigers gines managed to back into sidings
in a game waged on the Linderman before the wild gondola car and its
Grove diamond, Sunday afternoon. two passengers sped by. Both men
The tigers outhit their opponents, 14- tugged vainly at the hand wheel, but
12, but failed to make their bingles it failed to work and they rushed on,
count.
the car’s speed unchecked.
TRA PPE
AB R. H. o. A. E.
Meanwhile, a locomotive with a box
W. Tyson, 3b.............. . . . 4 0 1 1 5 0
Mignogna, 2b.............. . . . 4 2 2 0 4 1 car and caboose attached set out from
Poley, ss...................... . . . 3 1 1 3 0 0
Heffelflnger, cf............ . . . 4 0 0 1 0 0 the Boyertown freight yard in pur
Undercoffler/ c............ . . . 4 0 1 8 0 0 suit. As the uncontrolled car entered
Detwiler, rf.................. . . . 4 2 2 0 0 0
Musselman, lb .............. ___ 3 2 1 13 1 0 the main line and descended a grade
M. Tyson, If., 2b. . . . . . . . 4 1 1 1 0 0 at the end of which was a turn, its
Rhodes, p...................... . . . 4 1 3 0 3 1 speed, according to observers, reached
Bergey, If. .................. ___ 0 0 0 0 0 0
sixty miles an hour.
34 9 12 27 IS 2
Totals ......................
Kept on the tracks by the weight of
AB R. H. O. A. D.
COLORED T IG E R S
Johnson, c. ........ ......... . . . . 5 2 3 K) 2 0 forty tons of pig iron, the car took
Woodbury, 2b.............. . . . 3 0 1 1 1 0 the curve and approached Linfield sta
4 3 2 0 0
Homer, ss......................
1 3 8 1 0 tion, where a slight upgrade cut down
Pudy, lb .........................
J. Johnson, If.............. . . . 5 0 1 1 0 2 its speed. By this time the pursuing
Betha, If........................
0 1 1 0 0
Scott, 3b............................... 4 0 1 0 2 0 train had caught up to it and, with
Barr. cf. .......................... 4 0 1 0 0 0 one man of the crew on the pilot of
Purdy, p.............................. 4 0 0 1 4 0
the engine ready to link the coupling,
Totals ......................... 38 7 14 24 10 2 the engineer drew up to the car and a
Tigers ......................... 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 2—7
Trappe ........................ 0 3 1 2 0 0 2 1 x—9 connection was effected and the dash
Sacrifice hits—Mignogna Undercoffler, halted.

Woodbury, 2. Two-base hits—M. Tyson,
Rhodes, 2; Johnson, Woodbury, Homer,
Pudy, Scott. Struck out—by Rhodes, 9;
Purdy, 9. Bases on balls—by Rhodes, 3;
Purdy, 4. Hit by pitched ball—Poley,
Homer. Umpire—R. P. Morrow.

REUNION OF STUDENTS OF
SUMNEYTOWN ACADEMY
A large attendance figured a t the
third annual reunion of the students
of the late Henry K. Hartzell, of the
Sumneytown Academy, last Sunday.
Judge Harold G. Knight of the Mont
gomery county Courts and Prof. War
ren D. Renninger, of Lansdowne, Pa.,
were the orators of the day. Rev. U.
S. G. Bertolet, of Oaklyn, N. J., in the
Cburse of his morning sermon referred
many times to the great moral and
educational force of the late Prof.
Hartzell in the community where the
Academy was located. There was in
strumental music furnished by local
talent and singing by the audience.
GUERN SEY CALF CLUB SHOW

The annual round-up of Guernsey
cattle owned by boys and girls of the
Montgomery Guernsey Calf Club will
he held next Saturday, August 31, at
Woodside Farm, home of V. B. Alderfer, near Lederach. A picnic dinner
at noon will open the program. Mr.
E. A. Stanford, superintendent of E rdenheim Farms, will give the main ad
dress. Visitors will have an oppor
tunity to take part in judging con
tests. Twenty-five registered Guern
seys have already been enrolled for
the show. The classes will be judged
by Charles M. Barton, of Philadelphia,
an experienced judge o f Guernsey
cattle. The committee on arrange
ments is I. A. Cassel of Harleysville;
P. A, Metz, of Creamery, and Herbert
OVER ONE MILLION T E L E 
Anders, of Worcester, president of the
PHONES IN PENNSYLVANIA Club.

A recently completed statistical
survey of the world’s telephone de
velopment shows that Pennsylvania
had on January 1, 1928, nearly as
many telephones as France, Belgium
and Bulgaria combined. There were
about 1,063,485 Bell telephones in op
eration in this State on that date.
•This figure was substantially increas
ed during 1928 and the first six
months of 1929, however, so that to
day there are more than 1,185,407
Bell telephones in Pennsylvania alone.
France, Belgium and Bulgaria had on
January 1, 1928, a total of 1,094,455
telephones. Another indication of
the extensive use of the telephone in
this State is afforded by the fact that
it had practically as many instru
ments in operation at this time as
Italy, Austria, Belgium, Hungary,
Norway, Spain- and Czechslovakia
combined. Not only in Pennsylvania,
but throughout the nation, telephone
development is shown by the survey
figures to be well in advance of the
expansion of this form of communica
tion in Europe and the rest of the
world.
FARM CALENDAR
Treat Wheat for Smut— I f there is
any stinking smut in your neighbor
hood it will be advisable to treat your
seed wheat. Use two and one-half
ounces of copper carbonate dust for
each bushel. Treatment can be made
with the commercial machines oper
ated by 70 millers in the state or in
home-made double-acting machines.
Grow Fall Vegetables—The fall gar
den should be as popular and as full
of vegetables as the spring garden.
Too often interest wanes and weeds
take possession. Cultivate and keep
clean until frost .occurs. As many
vegetables can be matured in Septem
ber as in June.
Repulse Chicken Pests—Red mites
may cause a drop in egg production
at this season of the year. A satis
factory treatment for the pests is to
paint the roosts and roosting cabi
net with canbolineum. It is best, to
i apply the carbolineum in the morning
so that it will be dry by night, say
State College poultry specialists.
Celery Requires Good Care—August
is a critical, month for celery. The
plants are starting to grow and con
ditions are favorable for blight. Cel
ery makes its most rapid growth in
September after cooler weather comes.
Frequent but shallow cultivation, good
fertilizing, and watering if necessary
are important practices.
“A man should be willing to ac
knowledge his weaknesses.” “True,”
answered Senator Sorghum. “But he
shouldn’t be in too great a hurry
about it. Many a four-flush has been
filled.”—Washington Star,

PRIZES AID SA F E T Y DRIVE
Harrisburg, August 28— “Never in
the history of this Commonwealth has
so much effort and ingenuity been ap
plied to industrial accident prevention
as now,” saws Harry D. Immel, direc
tor of the bureau of inspection, De
partment of Labor and Industry.
All sorts of special inducements are
being offered by Pennsylvania con
cerns to have their employes give
more consideration to safety, accord
ing to records of the bureau. An in
teresting example, Immel said, is fur
nished by the Branch Storage Com
pany, of Perkasie. This concern, op
erating thirty auto trucks, imposes a
fine of $5 on each driver for every
accident for which he is responsible,
but pays each a bonus of $2 every
time he goes through a month with
out accident. Months in which the
company is called upon to pay the
thirty drivers the full $60 are not in
frequent, and the drivers like the
plan so well that recently they sug
gested increasing the fine to $10 and
the bonus to $4.
A different sort of a premium on
safety is that offered by the Bethle
hem Construction Company, of Beth
lehem, to whose employes it means a
dinner a month at the company’s ex
pense if they keep from getting hurt.
Each month that this concern records
no lost-time accidents the .entire force
is- dined at a local hotel.
STA TE BONDS UNREDEEM ED
TO TH E E X TEN T OF $141,320
Harrisburg, August 28— The Com
monwealth of Pennsylvania is better
off than it should be, in the sum of
$141,320.26, because bonds and notes
for which the state is sponsor were
never presented for redemption or
payment. Gen. Edward Martin, State
Treasurer, not only wonders why
checks totaling $105,720.67 have never
been presented for payment— he is
puzzled as to the disappearance of the
other securities. Old trunks and safes
may contain some of them, but a
great many, he believes have been lost
or destroyed.
The list of matured notes and loans
unclaimed begins with bonds issued
April 2, 1821, and maturing June 1,
1841. They were issued for various
purposes: for canals and railroads,
navigation companies, loans, redemp
tion of specie payment, relief loans,
canal repairs, arming the state in
1861, and for the relief o f Chambersburg sufferers following the burning
of that town in 1864 by the Confeder
ate Gen. McCausland.
Of the so-called “relief loans” float
ed by the Commonwealth in 1841, a
total of $9’6,093 remains unpaid. Of
the other loans comparatively small
amounts are outstanding.

15 AMERICANS IN DEATH ROLL
IN PA LESTIN E RIOTS
The conflict between Arabs and
Jew s in Jerusalem has spread thruout the country. The total killed at
Hebron has risen to 64. They inclu
ded 15 Americans out of 25 who
courageously tried to stand their
ground, although without weapons.
The names were withheld from the
public here, but were cabled to Wash
ington by the American Consul. Five
Americans were among those wound
ed a t Hebron. The American Consu
late is in a dangerous quarter, in
which there is much rioting.
GRAF LANDED IN LOS ANGELES
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 26— The
Graf Zeppelin came to earth in Los
Angeles at 5.11 a. m. today. The
flight from Tokio, Japan, a total of
5800 miles, was completed in 78 hours
and 58 minutes.
The first non-stop air flight across
the Pacific Ocean, achieved in three
days and seven hours, was less than
one third the time the fastest trans
pacific liner has crossed from Tokio,
Japan, to Seattle, Wash.
Arriving over the city at 1.16 a. m.
(4.16 a. m., Eastern Standard Time)
the dirigible really proved its ability
to go and come on the unchartered air
lines of the world, with little to fear
from storms and other menaces which
ordinarily beset aerial navigation.
Plans were started for the refuel
ing of the ship even before it arrived
over the city, as' Dr. Eckener hoped
to start for Lakehurst the end o f the
world tour, within 36 hours after
landing.
W EEK LY H EA LTH 'TA LK
“It seems that warnings on drownings are not being properly heeded
this season. The - number o f deaths
from this case is becoming unfortu
nately large, according to the records
now on file in the Department’s bu
reau of vital statistics,” says Dr.
Theodore B. Appel, Secretary of
Health, today.
“A careful investigation of this
type of death indicates that perhaps
many of these lives could have been
saved had someone been nearby who
could have. rendered first aid to th.e
unfortunate.
“Artificial respiration can some
times appear to perform miracles
provided i t is immediately and" scien
tifically applied. All swimmers should
be thoroughly grounded in this prac
tice merely as a matter of routine.
One can never tell how soon this
knowledge may be invoked to save a
life.
“Following are the fundamental
rules. Study them, and better still,
practice them upon live subjects. No
swimmer can really be classified as an
expert who lacks this knowledge: *
“1. I f the mouth of the patient is
tight shut, leave it alone; if open,
remove with your fingers any obstruc
tion to breathing, such as false teeth,
tobacco or gum; 2, Place the patient
face downward, stretched at full
length on any flat surface. Turn his
head to one side; 3, Bend one arm and
place the hand under the patient’s
cheek to keep his face from the
ground or floor. Stretch the other
arm beyond his head; 4, Straddle the
patient below the hips, facing his
head, both knees on the ground; 5,
Place both hands over the lower ribs
ju st above the waist line about four
inches apart. One hand on each side
of the backbone. Thumbs and fingers
together. Keep your arms straight,
not bent; 6, Move the weight of your
body slowly forward, arms rigid,
bringing the weight upon the hands,
pressing forward, not directly down,
thus ‘squeezing out’ the patient’s
lungs as if squeezing a sponge; 7,
Hold the pressure while repeating the
words four hundred, five hundred, six
hundred, then quickly release the
pressure, snapping your hands off the
patient sidewise. The sudden release
of pressure thus permits the lungs to
expand and draw in air; 8, Swing
your body slowly back to first posi
tion, release the back muscles a mo
ment then apply pressure again.
“9. Swing your body slowly back
to first position, release the back mus
cles a moment then apply pressure
again; 10, Repeat this action and con
tinue to repeat it. Work until help
comes or until breathing is restored.
Under no circumstances give up for
a t least two hours.
“Be prepared in this way to savea life if the emergency should arise.”
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p U B I.lC SALE OF

Collegeville National Bank

Fresh Cows!
TWO STOCK BULLS

JUST LOOK BACK FIVE YEARS

tit.

YESTERDAY— TODAY— TOMORROW

Will be sold at public sale at Limerick
Square, on MONDAY, S E P T E M B E R 2,
1929, 32 fresh and springer cows, and two
stock bulls. Twenty-five of these cows
were selected in Juniata county, Pa., by
H, S. Longacre. They axe real dairy cows,
including several extra Holsteins and
Guernseys. All from a clean county and
all entitled to go into accredited herds.
Sale at 1.30, s. t. Conditions—a credit of
60 days, with positively no renewals.
F . H. PETERMAN.
M. B. Linderman, clerk.
S H E R IF F 'S SALE OF

Real Estate!
By virtue of a writ of'Levari Facias is
sued out qf the Court of Common Pleas
of Montgomery county, Penna., to me di
rected will be sold at public sale on
WEDNESDAY, S E P T E M B E R 18, 1929, at
12 o’clock, noon, eastern standard time, in
Court Room No. 1, a t the Court House, in
the borough of Norristown, said county,
the following described real estate:—
All that certain lot or piece of ground
with the buildings and improvements
thereon erected, being Lot No. 53 on plan
of lots, known as Meadow Lawn laid out
for the Oaks Development Company and
duly recorded, situate in Oaks, in the
township of Upper Providence, county of
Montgomery and state of Pennsylvania,
bounded and described as follows, to w it:Beginning at a point on the northeaster
ly side of Center avenue (40 feet wide), at
the distance of 200 feet from the north
westerly side of Highland avenue (40 feet
wide), a corner of this and lot No. 54 on
said plan: thence extending in front or
breadth along said Center avenue north
40 degs. 35 mins, west 50 feet to a point,
a corner of this and lot No. 52; thence ex
tending of that width in length or depth
between parallel lines north 49 degs. 25
mins, east 136.25 feet to the middle of a
20 feet wide alley, to remain forever open.
Under arid subject to certain restrictions
therein recited.
The improvements theron are a 1£ story
stucco bungalow 24 feet front by 36 feet
deep 5 rooms and bath on the first floor,
attic, cellar, electric lights, pipeless heater,
well water, porch front and rear.
Seized and taken in execution as the
property of Monroe Poteete and Stella
Poteete, mortgagors and real owners, and
to be sold by
GEORGE FRATT, Sheriff.
Down Money $200.00.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa.
August 20, 1929.

SUPPOSE you had saved one-quarter of what you made what a
nice sum you would have. If you will but make up your mind to,
live on three-quarters of your earnings and put the other fourth
in the bank the dollars will pile up surprisingly.

AUGUST

TH IS BANK PA YS 4% IN IT S SAVINGS DEPARTMENT IF
L E F T ONE Y E A R ; 3% FOR L E S S THAN A YEAR.
110
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Waterman's
The wise school belle takes
a Waterman’s Fountain Pen
back to class. It
means quicker and
better work—high
er marks—and lots
m ore le isu re
time! We have
a W aterm an’s
that will exactly
suit Y O U l
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GEO. H. CLEMMER
|
$

J E W E L E R
CURREN ARCADE

NORRISTOWN

T ro u se rs

a

SALE

Purchased 462 pairs at an unusual price concession,
we, in turn, pass the savings to you. Many of these
trousers are from mill ends of finer Suitings— tailored
with great care. They’re a “buy,” to help out your old
suit.

$2.95 ’
$3.95

i

a

$4.95
$5.95

8 7 Young Men’s Suits
B r o k e n S i z e s , H a lf P r i c e — - $ 1 5 .
ALL STRAW HATS % Price

FASHION PARK CLOTHIERS
POTTSTOWN, PA.

COLLEGEVILLE
CLEANERS and DYERS

FOR SALE—A Hoosier kitchen cabinet
in very good condition, at half price. Have
no further use for it. MRS. HARVEY
BUCKW ALTER, Rahns, Pa.
8|29|3t

m
m

a

a

C L E A N IN G - P R E S S I N G - R E P A I R I N G
A L T E R A T IO N S
We Clean Anything
We Reline Coats (Ladies’ and Men’s ) .
We Call and Deliver.
Phone 125-R-3
PA U L S . STO U D T

FOR SALE—8-piece dining room suite
in good condition; 3-tube radio set, a
commodb, and other household articles.
GEORGE L. M ILLER, Rahns, Pa. 8|29|lt
FOR ,SA L E —A Westinghouse felectric
cleaner in excellent condition. W ill be
sold at a bargain. MRS. C. W. BEN D ER,
Perkiomen Bridge hotel.
8|29|3t
FOR SALE — Quality, tree ripened
peaches for sale in my orchard at Pennypacker’s schoolhouse Upper Providence.
C. F . R IE G E R .
8|22(3t

E l

FQ R SALE—Oakland coach, 1928, me
chanically perfect, good paint, new tires on
rear wheels; all accessories. Reason for
selling—leaving the community fo r ; the
winter. Real bargain for quick sale. Ap
ply to FRAN KLIN I. SH EE D E R , 702
Main street, Collegeville, Pa. Phone 124.
8|22|5t

P E A C H E S !
CANNING PEACHES NOW RIPE
Drops and Softs For Sale CHEAP.

FO R SALE—Chevrolet car, 1924. Price
$35. Apply 36 W E ST SECOND AVENUE,
Trappe, Pa.
8|15|3t

ORCHARD FARMS

FO R SALE—Four acres of ground,
fronting on public road, in the neighbor
hood of Trappe, within one-half mile of
William Penn Highway. A never-failing
spring of pure water on the tract. AT de
sirable site for a home, and for chicken
raising. Apply to MICHAEL MIGNOGNA,
Trappe Pa.
5|23

Royersford Road, near Trappe

N O T IC E !

FO R REN T—Apartments, Eagleville on
Ridge pike. Two first floor apartments,
each with three rooms and bath. New
and up-to-date. Gas, electricity, and gar
age. HARRY W. RO EDIG ER, Eagle
ville, Pa. Phone: Norristown, 2203J 8|22tt

IF YOU WANT
A REA L HOME COOKED

WANTED—Baled hay and straw H.
A. SCH ELL, Port Providence, Pa. 8|15|3t

NOW IS THE TIME TO INSTALL THAT

Chicken or Steak Dinner

H ELP WANTED—Girl or young woman
wanted to clerk in delicatessen store.
Good position for. responsible party. Ap
ply to H. RALPH GRABER, Collegeville
Bakery, Collegeville, Pa. Phone 84-R-2.
8|29|2t

All you can eat for $1.25

**************************

*
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STOP AT THE

%

COMMERCIAL HOTEL

LOST—A mixed brindle female dog, with
collar, between Royersford and Trappe.
Reward. Phoner-Royersford 17.
8|15|tf.

COLLEGEVILLE

|

ART SHOP

%

|
|

Greeting Cards, Gifts,
Hemstitching

|

424 Chestnut Street
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ATTENTION, FA RM ERS! Treat your
wheat in your bins with carbon-disulphide.
It pays to protect a short crop. We can
supply information as to its use and cost.
CO LLEG EV ILLE M ILLS, R. E. M ILLER,
Manager.
ESTA TE NOTICE—Estate of Margaret
G. Moser, late of the borough of College
ville, Pa. deceased. Letters of administra
tion having been granted to the under
signed, all persons indebted to said es
tate, will make prompt payment, and
those having claims against the same
will ( present them to SUSAN M. ROTH,
Administratrix, 117 E ast Fourth avenue,
Conshohocken, Pa.
7|25|6t

POLITICAL
COR DIRECTO R OF TH E POOR

A. D. Hunsicker
O F U P P E R PROVIDENCE
Subject to Republican rules. Primary
election September 17, 1929.
DEPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
FO R DIRECTOR OF TH E POOR

Henry R. Thomas
O F U P P E R PROVIDENCE TOWNSHIP
R. D. 1, RO YERSFO RD PA.
I respectfully solicit the valued support
of Republican voters. Primary election,
September 17, 1929.

M. R. KURTZ SONS
Fish, Oysters, Clams
Sea Food Specialties. Bell Phones
355-656. Special Attention to
Telephone Orders.
Suburban Delivery
FA RM ERS’ MARKET,
Marshall & DeKalb Sts.,

NORRISTOWN, PA
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I. F. HATFIELD
8 Glenwood Avenue,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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§
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CID ER MAKING at Areola every Tues
day and Wednesday. Jugs and barrels
for sale. I. P. W ILLIAM S.
8|29|2t

Open Day and Night

.

_
MRS. L. S. SCHATZ

*

L. S. SCHATZ
PLUMBING and HEATING
424 Chestnut Street, Collegeville, Pa.
Phone 34-R-3
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WINKLER DRUGS
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Anything

Freeland House

a

G. B. SPRAGUE, Prop.

good
D R U G

Collegeville, Pa.

S T O R E

s h o u ld s e ll

Phone 150-R-5

Bring
Your

Public and private dining rooms.
First-class meals. Special atten
tion to catering to transient
guests, social gatherings and
clubs.

Prescriptions

£

£

£
*

£
£
£
*
We compound them just as £
your Doctor wants them com **
pounded ; that is the right way. £*
Stop in and give us a call £
and make yourself at home.
£

Home-made pies and cakes.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMH

I
*

Telephone your wants and *
*
we will take care of them.
*
*
Bell Phone--Collegeville 150 r 2 *
*
£
£
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WINKLER™ DRUGS
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Fifth Ave.

& Reading Pike, I

C0UEGEVILLE, PA.
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Reasonable rates.
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Everything

Philadelphia Market Report
P o u ltr y ..................................28c to 33c
Dressed poultry
...........30c to 36c
Eggs . . 38c to 41c; candled, up to 52c
H o g s ........... ................... $10.00 to $12.50
Calves ..........
$16.00 to $18.00
F a t cows ............. .......... $7.00 to $9.00
Baled hay ............... $16.00 to $19.00
Bran ...................
$34.00 to $36.00
Wheat ........................... $1.30 to $1.36
Oats ....................................... 54c to 56c
Corn (nominal) ........... $1,00 to $1,10

BATH

$
*

and

Opposite Railroad Station

*

COLLEGEVILLE GIFT

*

$25 REW ARD for return of large black
male cat—black body, tail and nose—small
white spot end of nose; white paws and
breast.
Advise K A TH ERIN E KOHL,
Graterford, Pa.
Box 71.
8J15|3t

DANCING at the Riverside pavilion,
Graterford, Saturday night, August 31 and
Monday night, September 2. Music by
Keystone Ramblers. Dancing Wednesday
night, September 4.
A. H. E SPEN SH IP.

THE

SHOWER

S t a n d a r d S e d a n = $ 1 145 .0 0 Delivered
Fully Equipped

A Revelation in Power, Speed and driving comfort.
Phone Collegeville 145 for your demonstration.
Power— Skippack Hill at any speed from 3 to 50
actual miles per hour.
Speed— 72 actual miles per hour.
The easiest riding and handling car under $2000.

J. L. Bechtel & Son, Inc.

*

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

|

Open All Night— SERVICE whenever you need it.

x

£
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